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CITY BUDGET INCREASES $28,226

The Black Cat
By the Roving Reporter

Ralph Tyler's outdoor letter in
the current issue largely concerns
song birds. Without being able to
identify them I have listened to
quite a few and pronounce the
bobolink "tops." But why is lt
that all robins have the same old
song?

Municipal Operating Costs Increasing
$12,376 While Schools Take $15,850
The City Council will soon be
called upon to approve a city budget
of $530,483.00 for the period be
tween July 1 of this year ar.d June
30 of 1353.
Anticipated revenues from vari
ous sources total $122,920 tX) to bring
the actual anticipated tax load
down to $457563.00.
The budget for operation of all
municipal services, exclusive of
schools, and with anticipated reve
nues deducted, totals $252,42800
This figure is $12,376 higher than
that approved last year by the
Council.
The school budget, with antici
pated revenues deducted, is $205435
This shows an increase of $15850
over the past year.
State requirements that female
teachers performing like duties
with male teachers roust be paid
the same salary adds $9075 to the
school budget and will add a like
amount next year.
On the municipal operating side
of the budget, plans are made to
replace the Dodge tank truck of
the Fire Department with a new
unit at a cost af $3750. This does
not increase the budget of the de-

Gray Retires

partmervt over the previous yeaf
as cuts were made to care for the
expenditure
Generally. Increases in most de
partments are slight with some be
ing actually less even though new
services or equipment are planned.
Parking meter fees, estimated at
$13,000. have been allocated to po
lice and highway departments. The
sum of $3000 goes to police and
$10,000 to highway.
The Community Building, now
city operated, has an increase of
$658 on the salary schedule and
funds for the re-building of the
bowling alleys which are the build
ing’s main source of income.
Public hearing on the budget has
been set for 7.30 p. m. on Mon
day. May ?6 in the City Council
rooms ln the City Building. At
that time, any citizen may speak
on the budget or question any item
contained in it.
County C-I) Director Leroy McCluskey of Warren, right, and Rock
Walkie-talkies were used for com
Medical services director Dr. J. Harold Jameson of Camden, right,
Copies of the complete budget land Director Benjamin Dowling, center, discuss the Park street munications. Fireman Robert Hill and Ground Observer Director Ralph Clark, Jr., were at the Rankin
are available at the office of the Incident with Fire Chief Van E. Russell. Dowling directed the alert grove uses one of the units above to Block incident where they watched the city's aerial ladder truik subdue
while McCluskey was present to observe the procedure.
keep in touch with headquarters.
an imaginary blaze set by a bomb.
city manager.

AN ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE
Important Sessions To Be Held at Knox

Veteran Deputy Is To Leave
Sheriff’s Department On
June 1 After 20 Years

Hospital On Thursday

Bingham-Kellogg-Boston Univer
sity Regional Nursing Education
Ernest M. Gray, oldest member, committee will sponsor an Ortho
of the Knox County Sheriff's De pedic Institute for one day, for reg
partment in point of service, will istered nurses, in Central Maine
retire June 1 He plans to go back i District, at Knox County General
to carpentry which was his pro j Hospital, in the Bok Nurses’ Home.
fession before he started as special , May 22, Thursday, from 9 a. m.
deputy under Sheriff Frank Hard to 5 p. m. An invitation to attend
ing 20 years ago.
has been sent to all registered
He has been a full time deputy nurses in Central Maine.
Miss Miriam Crouch. R.N., asso
for over 18 years and served
through the entire administration ciate professor of nursing, Boston
of Sheriff C. Earle Ludwig as chief University School of Nursing and
! an Orthopedic Nursing Specialist,
deputy.
His experience was considered *711 conduct the one-day Institute,
so valuable that present Sheriff P. Miss Crouch graduated from MariWillard Pease retained him upon etta College, from Frances Payne
entering office. He is well and Bolton School of Nursing. Western
widely known throughout Knox Reserve university, and received
County and far beyond as an effi her Mas-tera’s Degree in nursing ed
ucation and special preparation in
cient law enforcement officer.
orthopedic nursing at Boston Uni
versity. Mias Crouch was a super
Matthews Honored visor, at university of Washington
Additional honors will come School of Nursing, Harborview Di
Thureday to Elmer E. Matthews of vision, Seattle; and for two years
Grey Rocks, Rockport, when he prior to her appointment at B U.,
will be awarded a certificate of was a nurse consultant with the
recognition by the Hospital Asso Joint Orthopedic Nursing Advisory
ciates of Pennsylvania, the cere Service in New York.
The local planning committee
mony taking place in Atlantic
members
are: Miss Margaret Gu
City. Mr. Matthews is one of the
19 living ex-president of the great toske, R.N., chairman; Mrs. Dorothy
Folta, R.N. co-chairman; Dr. Bar
association, he having been its
bara Luce, medical staff, Dr. Anna
second. He also served as its trea
Platt, board of directors; Miss Eliza
surer for 24 years and is an Hon
Steele, RJJ., city visiting nurse;
orary Life Member. The famous
Mrs. Aida Ames, R.N. State Pub
Shelbourne Hotel wil] be headquar
lic Health Nurse and Father Ern
ters and Gov. John S Fine of
est O. Kenyon.
Pennsylvania will be among the
The
morning session begins
distinguished speakers.
with registration at 9 a. m. Dr.
Mr. Matthews is a past president Howard Apollonio will present the
of Knox County General Hospital “Orthopedist’s Role;’’ Mrs. Mar
and played a prominent part in garet Guto&ke, R.N., “The Hospi
bringing that institution to its tal Nurse’s Ftole;" Miss Eliza Steele,
present excellent position. He is a R.N., “The Public Health Nurse’s
director of Knox Hospital at the Role; Father Kenyon, “The Clergy
present time.
man's Role;” and Elmer L. Mitch
ell, “The Vocational Counselor’s
The things you try to overdo are Role.” Miss Jeanette Pitkin, Phy
usually only half done.
sical Therapist, from Hyde Home,
will discuss “Specific Understand
ings and Skills needed for the Care
PRISCILLA’S
of this orthopedic Patient."
The afternoon session will find
Winslow’s Mills
Mrs. Esther Long, RN. presiding,
CLOSED
as a Public Health Nurse. The
MAY 19 to MAY 23
Panel will discuss "Interprofes
sional co-operation in the Care

FURORE IN WARREN OVER

Test Showed Various Units Progressing
Rapidly In Training Towards the
Day When Alert May Be Real

Rockland's first air raid alert of
the current world unpleasantness
of an Injured Child.” The Modera
went off as scheduled Sunday. Offi
tor, Miss Miriam Crouch, R.N.;
cials state that much was learned
participants, Dr. Edward K. Morse,
from the drill which called out all
physician; Miss Barbara Young,
Civil Defense forces.
R.N., Hospital Nurse; Mrs. Aida
Activities in the city were direct
Ames, Public Health Nurse; Mrs.
r AX
ed by Benjamin Dowling, head of
Doris McDougall, teacher; and Miss
the city forces. Leroy McCluskey
Jeanette Pitkin, physical therapist.
of Warren, county Civil Defense
director, was present in the capa
city of an observer and advisor.
The test was controlled from the
fire station on Spring street where
Club Is Formed To Promote
firemen equipped with a new type
walkie-talkie radio set were in touch
Recreational Program In
with other department members at
Tcwn This Summer
scenes of simulated disasters.
The first alarm came promptly at
Men of Rockport have formed a
2.47 p. m. with a bomber crash be
boosters club which for its first
ing reported shortly after on Upproject has taken the hiring of a
uper Park street near the Maine
playground director for the Sum
Central Raiilroad roundhouse.
mer months.
The crash, theoretically, wiped
Head of the group is Henry Fish
out telephone and power services
er with Earlyn Wheeler as vice
in the area and injured several
president and Douglas Ladd as sec
persons.
retary-treasurer.
As planned, ambulances and med
The group, which will accept
ical service teams were rushed
memberships from all townspeople
Into the area in a matter of
at one dollar each, is dedicated to
minutes. They were joined by fire
the support of school athletics ln
Warren memorial triangle which Ls the center of the telephone pole equipment, communications and
general and a recreational program dispute. The pole in question may be seen at the left where it sets on
power service men and highway de
in particular.
the edge of the green. Telephone cables pass within a few feet of the partment vehicles, as well as
for boys and girls of all ages. Bill monument in the center.
police.
The recreation program will be
company has expressed himself as
Judkins, Rockport grade school People Oppose
Telephone opposed to the stand taken by the
principal, has been employed as di
Pole
On
Memorial
Lot communications firm.
rector for the Summer.
People living in the area refuse
and
Line
Crossing
There will be a meeting Friday
to accept the pole and line in close
evening at the high school build
There’s a situation in Warren
ing at 8 o’clock. All who are inter Village this morning which may proximity to the memorial as a
ested in the town’s boys and girls be left to the Public Utilities Com thing necessitated by progress in
telephone service to the commun
are urged to attend.
mission to decide.
ity. They are quick to point out
It seems that the Warren Tele that the pole could have been set
phone Company, in stringing a across the highway and lines sus
new cable out the Western Road pended overhead outside the me
Rev. Roland Normandeau, assist
to Union, crossed the Civil War morial area with the use of a little
ant at St. John the Evangelist
Memorial Park in the town. In do more footage of cable.
The Rockland Rotary Club spent
Church of South Portland will be
ing so, they set a pole smack on
Althought the company has gone a thoroughly enjo, able session Fri
the speaker for the Youth Day
the edge of the memorial plot and ahead with the project over the day noon with Roscoe H. Hupper
luncheon at Poland Spring June
then strung their cable within six protests of a number of citizens,
8. Title of address: “A Progranj for
of Martin’s Point and New York
feet of the soldier’s and sailor's there is the possibility that the
Youth.” All Youth directors and
as the speaker. A prominent mari
monument.
proper authority may rule against
Youth chairmen will meet with
People are unhappy over the them. On the other hand, when it time lawyer, head of one of New
Father James H. Keegan, Youth
situation to the point where up comes to a showdown after the pe York’s great legal firms, Mr. Hup
wards of 100 persons have signed titions are presented, the decision per is concerned with the opera
petitions for the removal of the may be that the pole and line re tion of several of the major steam
pole and cable which they claim main where they are. To remove ship lines, intra-coastal and over
desecrates the memorial area. At and relocate the pole and splice in seas, and is thoroughly conversant
the moment, they are waiting an additional cable to take the line with the present status of the
answer from legal counsel as to around the memorial wpuld be a American Merchant Marine
fuHIVERSAL^ whether the petition should be costly job for the phone company. Though much of the subject mat
passed to the town fathers, the
Charles A. Webb, manager and ter was of necessity privileged and
] telephone company officials or the president of the Warren Telephone not available for publication, Mr.
Public Utilities Commission.
Company, said Monday that he be Hupper contrived to bring his hear
The pole was set about 20 feet lieved his firm was within its ers material for debate for
from the memorial monument and rights in setting the pole in ques days to come. He brought vivid
some six feet off the highway hard tion and running the line.
descriptions of the C-2, C-3 and
surface about three weeks ago.
Mr. Webb pointed out that the C-4 cargo vessels in non-techSunday, cable crews stretched the pole, although it is on the lawn nical language, voicing his special
new line which crosses the memor area of the memorial plot, is within approval of the versatile C-3 and
ial area and comes within an es the limits of the town highway. He the great C-4. He took his hear
timated six feet of the memorial commented that his company has ers into the sessions of the large
shipping associations which con
itself.
rights on all town highways.
trol the operating schedules of
Residents of the town, led by
As for the cable stretching across
members of the A. E. Starrett the memorial area and close to the steam cargo vessels in all parts of
Camp Sons of Union Veterans, monument he contended that the the world. He discussed the top
have sought a change of position line is equal in height to the top policy-making practice of ship op
erators and the economies effected
of the pole and line from the tel- of the monument.
by alert executives and discussed
- ephone company without result.
He did not indicate that the
An appeal to the selectmen has company intended to make any frankly the problem faced by this
I gained them nothing to date: not change in pole or line location. He country in competing in construc
tion abroad at much lower costs
| that the town fathers refuse to act also said that the petition signed
than exist in this country and the
but that they are not sure of their by townspeople has not been pre
continuing necessity to operate ship
jurisdiction in the matter.
sented to the company and that no with much higher wage scales,
The situation is a delicate one formal complaint has been placed
stringent labor regulations and con
for the owners of the Warren Tel to his knowledge.
stant interference from other
ephone Company are townspeople
sources. He praised the present
too. At least one stockholder in the
STONINGTON
The Congregational Woman’s As policy of subsidies to offset to some
sociation will meet in the parlors extent, at least, the cost differen
FURNITURE CO. Advisor for MJJ.C.C.W. at 3 p. m. Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock. tial in American and foreign flag
Sunday. The Youth Day program Mrs. Lloyd Scott of the Salvation ships and voiced hope for the fu
Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.
325 Main SL TeL 980 Rockland will conclude with Benediction out Army will be the guest speaker. ture with special praise for the
of doors, weather permitting.
Tea will be served.
enormously expensive but highly

Rockport Boosters

Had the affair been an actual
cash, the equipment and personnel
skilled ln several fields rushed to
the scene, would have been ample
to care for the situation.
No sooner had Civil Defense
crews cared for the Park street in
cident than a second incident called
emergency equipment to Rankin
Block, where a bomb had caused
widespread damage.
The gathering oi the various
Civil Defense services was much
the same there as had been the
case at Park street. Almost entirely
new tearfis of emergency workers
from all the services rolled to the
seen, indicating that the defense
forces are large enough and organ
ized to the point' Where a series
of incidents could be cared for.
Police and sheriffs effectively
blocked off damaged areas and
brought vehicular traffic to a halt
and sent pedestrians to cover at
the first alarm. Co-operation on
the public in general was excellent.
Thomaston and Camden firemen
participated in the emergencies.
Thomaston crews reported for the
Park Street incident and Camden
apparatus and. crews at Rankin
Block. At Park street, the crashed
bomber was assumed to have been
ablaze, while at Rankin Block, the

TWAS ROSCOE HUPPER DAY

Youth Day Program

Rockland Rotarians Enjoyed Masterly
Talk by Prominent Authority On
Ship Matters

Empties in
2 Seconds!

Inmates of the Home for Aged
Women are proudly wearing new
I house dresses. And for this acqui! sition they are truly grateful to
Sam Savitt who made this gift for
the second successive year.
Gertrude Boody and Katherine
Veazie went on their annual vaca
tion last Summer, and in the
course of their visit to the White
Mountains sent souvenir postcards
to friends back home. “You put
them in that box over there and
they will go all right,” they were
told. The Rockland women thanked
the man for his courtesy and went
on their way. Judge their amaze
ment when the cards were de
livered yesterday.

Senator Byrd sees at least five
years before the nation ls out of
the red. But it will probably be
much longer before the reds are
out of this nation.
The first bumblebee of the sea
son flew in the starboard window of
the editorial sanction yesterday and
buzzed menacingly until laid low
by an accurate swat.
A Rockland man in his 70’s re
members when women wore en
gagement and other rings on their
forefinger. And he’s a bit peeved
because he can’t find any other
oldster who remembers it. Does
anybody?
One year ago: Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Davis of Warren celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary.
—David W. Warren of Camden,
was appointed legal advisor of Fed
eral Communications.—Eula Ger
rish was elected president of the
Educational Club.—Deaths: Rock
land, David E. Hodgdon, 82; Rock
land, Mrs. Vina Varney, 75; Rock
land, May H. Annis, 99.

business block had been ignited by
the bomb.
Police forces under Sheriff Pease
controlled traffic in and out of the
cityv Rockland officers directed
traffic in the city while wartime
deputies under Pease worked with
them and handled roads leading
into the city. State police diverted
traffic on US 1 from the city,
sending it over Old County Road
from Thomaston to Glen Cove. Un
der the Civil Defense establishment,
traffic control in the entire county
is a responsibility of the Sheriff’s
Department.
Participating in the alert were
officials and crews of Central Maine
Power Company, New England Tele
phone & Telegraph Company, the
State Highlay Department and For
estry Department.
Knox Hospital sent nurses and
medical teams to both scenes and
an ambulance was provided by Rus
sell Funeral Home.
Civil Defense officials met after
the alert was over to discuss the
affair. The opinion of those who
led the demonstration was, that
while procedures must be ironed
out, the plan used for the Sunday
test could well be used as a basis
for future drills and the real thing
if and when it comes
Further alerts are planned, these
coming without the warning which
preceded Sunday’s test

WANTED
Men and Women

HfJf)

GENERAL CLEARANCE
SALE
ENDS THIS SATURDAY NIGHT
MAY 24th
HURRY - HURRY!

WHILE DRASTIC SAVINGS
STILL AWAIT YOU

APPLY AT ONCE

Rockland

Poultry Co.
41 TILLSON AVENUE

61-63

Roscoe H. Hupper

efficient Mariner type fleet of
carriers.
It was a meeting of such calibre
that the wish was widely voiced
that the speaker return at some fu
ture date for an informal evening
session when an adequate question
period could be enjoyed.

PLANT SALE
Auspices

Rockland Garden Club

Wednesday,

Fourth Concert

May 28

WARREN VILLAGE
SINGERS
Baptist Church. Warren

1 to 5 P. M.
at the

Driveway and Garage of
Mrs. Hervey C. Allen

THURSDAY, MAY 22
8 P. M.

GUEST ARTIST:

Alan P. Hynd, Pianist
Collection

I

27 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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him but the pattern of his song
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
has never chanced No quiet, re
tiring singer, this feathered music
■dltor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
box is at his best in flight. In fact
[EDITORIAL]
I often thought his long arawm out
song is aided by the propulsion ol
THEY SWALLOW EM RAW
his flight, and as he “takes off”
II
the
Soviets
believe one-half ol the propaganda now
from twig or bent over grass it
going the rounds it is not difficult to see why they may be in
fairly chokes him as the notes
a fighting mood. Pravda charges that the Americans have
tumble over each other to come
outdone Hitler in their treatment of North Koreans and
; out.
•
• • • •
Communist Chinese urisoners of war in Korea The Soviets
were quick to take advantage of Gen Colson's admissions
Partridges are nesting I always
to the prisoners who held Gen. Dodd, and they hail it as
considered it a rare treat to find
a most unportant document in the beginning of what will
the nest of a partridge, but after
probably be a series of persistent attacks upon the Americans,
finding out that a nosey old crow
credited because of the unfortunate situation in which the
will investigate any unusual move
country finds itself.
ments of man around the woods
and that foxes will sometimes fol
By Ralph W. Tyler
low the human trail I have never
A TEMPTING BID
Although probably well circulated my dooryard came from such a intended to go close to a partridges'
The invitation which is being issued by the Maine Sea
nest.
by the time this gets into print, distance, for I found the thrush
foods Festival which will be held in Rockland the first three
nearly a quarter mile away perched
The ether day I came upon an
days of August is both tempting and conclusive. The open
here is a short item of vital in
over a brook on a small twig.
old mother
partridge fiddling
ing paragraph reads:
terest to fishermen aroung Rock
They are very observant little around the stump of a blowdown on
"There is nothing else like it on the shores of the whole
land who do not have the trans
creatures and I came near spoiling the edge of a pasture.
United States. The Maine Seafoods Festival is unique in
portation and other facilities for
the inspiration to sing as I lumber
She flew away at once but when
that it is staged entirely by amateurs, business and profes
fishing over a wide area
ed along into his woodland con I came back over the same route
sional men and women drop their everyday roles in the
Chickawaukie Lake is producing
cert hall, for he became nervous later she was there again. This
seacoast community to entertain thousands of people from
brown trout up to 2'.- pounds. The
and somewhat curious at the crack time she walked away through
all parts of the world the first week-entj in each August."
fish are taking light colored
ing of brush.
the brush and I went to investigate.
Subheads in the folder contain these sententious re
streamer flies trolled at moderate
Once I spied him I crouched
Where ihe limbs of the fallen
marks: *'A11 the coast entertains you;" “The biggest Sum
speed. Most fish are caught fishing
mer event in Maine;” "Even King Neptune comes;” "Sea
slightly outside the drop-off. The low beside a small fir tree and tree had been compressed on the
foods at their best;" ’"Something doing all the time;" "A
Spring season is likely to be short adjusted my glasses on him but ground she had rounded out a ne6t
Down East good time.”
but there will be another interval he was disinclined to roll out his in the leaves but it contained no
eggs As I turned to go she thun
ot reasonably good surface fishing finest song for several minutes.
He hopped nervously about and dered out of the brush and flew
expected during September.
ARE WE "SEEING THINGS?”
•• • •
made several adjustments to his past me straight away into the
" What, no sea serpents?” inquires the Christian Science
open
pasture.
I
knew
it
was
a
feathers
and
I
was
quite
ready
to
Did you know that the robin
Monitor indulging in a little friendly banter over the re
is quite an accomplished singer? believe he wasn't going to sing trick to take my attention from
port that a mystery submarine" had been seen off Mt
the
nesting
spot.
again
But
way
off
in
the
distance
And he has a variety of songs for
Desert We saw them in reality during the second World
Once
on
Demuth
Hill
an
old
what appears to be different moods I heard another thrush burst into
War, and saw the mangled victims brought into Rockland,
song and my bird listened intently. mother partridge with her young
and occasions.
but in these times of supposed peace nobody can be blamed
ones
put
on
the
broken-wing
act
When
the
last
bell-like
echo
had
Pew birds have a song longer
for exhibiting a degree of skepticism over this late report
and more appealing than the died away he raised his head so for my son and me until her chicks
The Monitor attempts to explain the story by saying that
robin's evening song. My grand that his bill pointed almost straight were all safely hidden and then
" This is seal time on the Maine coast and they pop up
she
flew
angrily
straight
at
us.
up
and
the
song
rolled
out
like
mother used to say “they are
all over the place Whales are not infrequent.”
I have special delight at coming
singing for rain.” Occasionally, too. silver bubbles There was nothing
upon
a
flock
of
the
chicks
about
to
it.
His
bill
was
open
and
there
they sing it early in the morning
TOWARD ITALIAN ELECTIONS
was a sort of trembling motion two or three days old. At a note
before most folks like to get up.
The fact that a crowd of 50,000 recently gathered in
The robin is actually one of the along the feathers at his throat. of alarm from the mother they
Rome for an old-time shouting, hooting. Fascist rally does
thrush family and although we I was disappointed that the song scurry madly for the nearest leaf
not necessarily mean that a dangerous resurgence of the
see very few of them the most was little if any louder than when or piece of bark, a born-in instinct
Mussolini movement lias taken place But it is disturbing
accomplished singers are the wood I had heard it first a quarter-mile to hide, but the little fellows don’t
enough merely as a symbol of the tough battle that the
always
get
themselves
out
of
sight
away.
But
the
tone;
it
was
hard
present middle-of-the-road government of Premier Alcide
thrush, sometimes called the swamp
de Gasperi faces in its next electoral test. This will come
to realize it as the song of a bird completely and like the ostrich
robin.
in two weeks, when municipal elections will be held in 2.400
Their song is inspiring One that for it sounded more like the peal of which sticks his head in the sand,
Italian communities, including Rome.
of
the
little
partridges
will
some
causes you to pause and listen tiny silver bells.
The chief threat to the de Gasperi government has always
Occasionally in the song of the simply hide their head end and
been posed by the Communists. So far. the Premier’s Chris
for it to ring out again and again,
tian Democratic party and the other parties associated with
and it too is a long song with robin you will hear a few notes of leave their tiny rears sticking out
it in a kind of Italian "Third Force" have been able to win
trembling, bell-like notes so clear the rare quality of the thrush. The in plain sight. But for holding still
every major test of strength. The emergence of the Italian
that they echo in an unreal, almost robin is a cheerful singer. Most in that position while you tramp
Social Movement of Augusto de Marsanich, which makes no
attempt to conceal its Fascist views, complicates the situa
celestial manner through the woods. of his songs are glad songs sung heavily about there is noting that
tion.
Years ago I once heard a young in robust voice and a mood that can beat them.
*
*
*
*
In view of this situation, it is greatly to the credit of
man playing on a dozen or so glass signifies the joy of living, but I
Mr.
de Gasperi and his followers that they have steadfastly
The
reason
I
say
the
season
of
tumblers, his fingertips to which find the robin is given also to sing
refused to join the neo-Fascists in a single anti-Communist
block Combining with the Fascists would assure the govern
rosin had been applied were rubbed ing quietly to himself in a variety Spring fishing for brown trout will
ment parties of continued control, but it also would involve
over the rims ever so gently the of notes that could well be ar, be short is because it will soon be
a compromising of their basic principles. Mr de Gasperi
tones were of the same timbre as attempt at mocking other singers time for the more abundant warm
preferred a hard fight to an easy, tarnished victory. It was
water species to get moving.
he has heard.
the notes of the wood thrush
the only proper decision to make, even though its inevitable
In
most
of
Knox
County
waters
The
not
too
popular
snarling
i
The mystery of how the thrush
consequence is to enhance the possibility of Communist
the
browns
are
stocked
in
ponds,
gains Once again, Premier de Gasperi is depending on the
produced his song, deep in the which has no voice for singing.
good sense and democratic instincts of the Italian people to
bass.
pickerel and
quiet woods and most always just 1 and no song to sing, is one of the containing
uphold his hands in the work of reshaping Italy’s future
perch,
which
are
bound
to
inter

before sundown, once caused me best imitators of other birds.
They have not failed him so far. and one can expect and hope
One ol my favorite songsters fere with bait intended for the
to spend two hours or more search
that they will stand by him once more.—Herald Tribune.
who has not yet put in an appear brown trout.
ing for him.
I was surprised that the song ance here is the bobolink. His joy* Even now bass and pickerel are
which I had heard clearly from of living fairly bursts from within being caught by brown trout fisher- men and the condition will in
MARTINSVILLE
crease steadily as waters become
Miss Myra Marshall and Miss
warmer.
Martha Smith of West Somerville.
• e * *
Walter Johnson phoned to say j Mass., spent several days the past
my experience in the losing of the week at Miss Marshall's home,
big Alford Lake salmon recently > "Sunny Meadows".
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SERVEL
TO TOUR OWN

KITCHEN!

Just give us a ring on the phone—or
come in! Tell us you want a new .SER
VEL in your own kitchen. We'll deliver
it, you hand us one small dollar, and
that’s all. From that moment, the new
SERVEL will prove its superiority to
you. Now your whole family can dis
cover for themselves why the revolu
tionary SERVEL meets the needs of
your particular household. It’s the
no-moving-parts refrigerator with the
PERMACOLD freezing system that
has nothing to wear, stays permanently
silent. Let us deliver a new SERVEL
to your home today.

AUTOMATIC

DEFROSTING!
BUTTER

CONDITIONER!

ADJUSTABLE

SHFIVES!
DEW-ACTION
FRESHENERS!

SERVELS FREEZING SYSTEM
ODDS

is backed by a

BASKET!

10-YEAR WARRANTY!

CHOICE OF
INTERIOR COLOR
DECORATION!

SILENT

Twice os Long as Any Other!

parallels a monster which he lost
a few years ago there.
Walter believes the lake has quite
|
a few heavyweights in it yet and
there could be a number of fish '
up around 10 pounds.
The one I saw leap from the
middle of the lake one June eve-1
I ning years ago while chatting with ;
: Len Jackson must have weighed a
good 10 pounds. No salmon of that
weight has been caught there since
Most recent fisherman to tie into
a big fish at Affords was Ben Star
rett of Warren one evening last
week.
The fish got away after 10 min
utes of careful play right at the I
bow of tlie landing net.
B. J Pellicani and son Joe fishing j
with Starrett estimated its weight,
was closed to eight pounds and it
was the largest salmon any of them
had ever seen
Where have those big ones been
all my life?

Friday for a clear title to the flag
while if the Mustangs should pull
the unexpected and take both, the
Friday game will be for the pen
nant.
e e e e

Frank Winslow, veteran Courier-Gazette editor, draws letters from
a hat held by Hillard Spear of Warren, Knox-Twilight League president.
The letters represent the various teams in the league whose season starts
on Memorial Day. Opening games find Rorkland at Camden. Waldo
boro at Thomaston and St. George at Warren.

THOSE CRUEL CLIPPERS
Just See What They Did To the Rockland

Tigers—School Games
The Clippers took the Rockets
into camp in a benfit game for
Freddy LaCrosse Sunday by 17-6
It was typical early early season
game with both teams showing the
need of more practice then they
have yet been able to get in. The
, attendance was disappointing as
only $36 was raised for Freddy.
Dixie Walker the young Thomas
ton High catcher who started in
■ right field for the Clippers, was
beaned by a medium speed Billy
Holden curve ball while at bat in
the second inning and was knocked
unconscious Hc was taken to Knox
Hospital where he revived and
showed no immediate ill effects
but was kept overnight as a pre
cautionary measure.
Each team used three pitchers
each with the Rockets sending
Holden. Fred Strout and Bobby
Gardner in for three inning stints ■
j in that order, while the Clippers
! countered with Harold Sawyer.
Jimmy Hall and Johnny Dana. The
j Rockets scored all their runs in the
fourth when hits by Gardner, Al
Barlow and Bugs Benner, plus
, three walks and an error, account
ed for six runs.

j
I

The Clippers went ahead in the
sixth to stay on hits by Kelley.
Dana Sawyer, Verge Biggers. Ward
and Jimmy Half plus three walks.
They salted the game with six
more in the seventh It was a rea
sonably warm day and the sun ev
en came out in the late innings.
Score:
Thomaston
0 0 1 0 1 7 6 2-17-19- 3
Rockland
000600000- 6- 6-2
H. Sawyer. Hall (4) , Dana (7) ,
and D Sawyer; Holden. Strout <4. )
Gardner (7). and H Hall, Benner
(7).
* * * •
As the Knox Division of the K-L
baseball league enters it's final
week it is apparent that Camden
High holds the key to the pennant
winner. The Mustangs play Rock
land twice on Tuesday at Rock
land and at Camden on Thursday.
Since Rockland has a two game
lead over Vinalhaven at this point
the Islanders will have to sit back
and pray that Camden conies
through at least once. Should Cam
den win one ’hen Rockland will
have to beat Vinalhaven there on

The other game on Friday
matches Thomaston at Camden.
Thomaston is now in the league
cellar and in turn will watch the
Rockland-Camden meetings with
more than casual interest since a
couple of wins for the Tigers would
shove Camden into a ceilar tic
with them which would be settled
Friday. All this activity is depend
ent of course, upon the so far
fickle weather Three of the five
games this week are postponements
and three of the games played thus
far have been in the rain. With the
play-off wfith the Lincoln county
winner scheduled for next Tuesday
another day of rain could jam
things quite considerably.
•• • »
The Lincoln teams have played
even less games and they may not
have a winner in time for the
scheduled play-off. As nearly as
can be learned Boothbay Harbor is
leading the pack there with two
wins while Lincoln and Waldoboro
divided in the two they played.
Through an error the writer re
ported that Lincoln won over
Boothbay 6-2 earlier. This was
the other way around and due note
is hereby made of the error
Coming back to Knox County
again Vinalhaven has made at
tempts to arrange a game with St.
Oeorge. powerhouse of the Little
Knox League but the latter school
was unable to fit them in. Vinal
haven also has an application in
for tlie SUte Class S tourney and
has sought a game with fabulous
Beals Island which outfit seems as
talented in baseball as in basket
ball. Like Caesar Vinalhaven is
ambitious

» 9 * »

Nate Witham said Monday that
the Rockland Softball league would
not operate this Summer, due he
said, to the absence of enough
playing talent. "We decided to fold
our tents and silently steal away”
said the genial Nate. "After Sun
day's game I would recommend
that the Rockets do the same
thing" he added.
The Rockland Little League will
probably take over the softball field
as a result of this The field is
centrally located, dry, and well
kept. This will save a considerable
sum in the proposed development
of a new field near the South
School which has a tendency to
wetness which has kept any great
amount of work from being done
on it to date.

*

Samsonite

You can't beat these

You con comb the county without

International pickup truck exclusives:

finding a better "top hand” than an
International Truck with pickup body.

• Silver Diamond valve-in-head engine built in the

One reason is the 45 years of truck
manufacturing experience behind it. And
true to its century of farm family tradi
tions, International pickups deliver the
same outstanding performance and en
during economy.

Invest 30 minutes in finding out why.
Do it next time you’re in town.

-

>•

e e e e

Grads with

A_V«nih O'Rite

♦

Waldoboro won
over Warren
Sunday at Waldoboro 6-1 Three
of the home team's four hits were
homers, two by Gerald Delano and
one by Chuck Begley. Warren had
only one hit. by Johnny Jenkins.

Remember The

LUGGAGE

Harold Cushman of Clark Island
i has caught six brown trout at
Chickawaukie during last week.
The streamer Harold use6 is an old
•attered and beat-up Green Queen
and he runs out around 30 yards
of line when he trolls
Fishing in the same boat with
Harold and using really decent
looking streamers on my line he
! averaged six strikes to my one
j for the one trip I took with him.
That old “Green Queen” is a pro- ;
duct of fly-tier George Higgins of
! Camden.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

world's largest truck engine plant.

• The "roomiest, most comfortable cab on the road"
— the Comfo-Vision Cab.

• Super-steering system —more positive control,
easier handling. 37'' turning angle.
• Nine models . . . 4,200 to 8,600 lbs. GVW ratings.

6' 2, 8 and 9 ft. bodies. 115, 127, 134-inwwheel-

bases.

• The traditional truck toughness that has kept

International first in heavy-duty truck sales for
20 straight years.
• Largest exclusive truck service organization.

$17.50

B—Inin Cue
$17.50
(—O'Nite (Regular)
$19.50
D_O'Nile (Convertible)
$22.50
E— Ladies' Wardrebe
525 00
F_ Pullman........................ 527.50
C—Quick-Tripper .............. $19.50
H—Two-Suiter ....
515 M
l—Journeyer................... 527.50
j_Hand Wardrobe
535.00
•all prices plus 9xisting tox««

Ai

LEGAL NOTICE

Of O

Light Bulb/ And ?»rmo*9nlly Silent!

Comtont, tool Give* you »Ho world’s mod

Come

in- TodayI

A. C. McLoon & Co.
TELEPHONE 51

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Board of Selectmen,
' Vinalhaven. Maine.
Gentlemen:—
I wish to extend my wharf out
ten <10) feet so as to Une up with
the addition to the Town wharf
! now’ being constructed, this will
! eliminate a jog and will give me a
, little more water at low tide.
Very truly yours.
Signed:—
JAMES L CALDERWOOD
) State of Maine.
County of Knox
May 12, 1952
Pursuant to the above the Select1 men will hold a public hearing at
the Selectmen's Office on Thursday
at 7.30 p. m.. May 22. 1952. to take
this matter under advisement.
H A TOWNSEND
C1UNTON H. SMITH,
L. GRANT DUELL.

Selectmen, Town of Vinalhaven.
59-01

j
,
'
j
'

DON’T FORGET
THE NAME
SAMSONITE

recently bought new Inter
nationals like the one you
are considering. Check with
any or all of them. Find out
how Internationals cut haul
ing costs on jobs like yours.

International Pickups available in nin. mod.ls with

6h, 8. and 9 It. bodi.i, 4,200 to 8,600 lbs. GVW.

For complete information about any International Truck, too —

The world’s most popular
brand of Luggage
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO THE
GRADUATING CLASS OF '52

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO., Inc.
28 Park Street

Rockland, Maine
A

INTERNATIONAL’#4^ TRUCKS
jruil(/Ui u

v« i<t® iil^/ir<Q^

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 20, 1952
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'Springtime on the Kennebec"
Isaac L. Hammond Of Old St. Peter's
is the theme of the Kenne>bec ValTALK OF THE TOWN
I ley Ga.den Clubs Flower show,
| May 22, in the Congregational par
Retired Coast Guardsman Photographs, Relics and His
ish house, Augusta, doors open at
and Red Cross Official
torical Data Urgently
Mlinirinnl Cmirf
I 1716 Rocklx>rt' RockJand Exten- 2 p. m This will be the club's 14th
/VIUI1ILI JJU I ^.ourr
sjon Association win meet
Died Last Friday
Desired Of Early
annual show, and visitors are wel
Charles H Young of Washing- 1 day at 2 p m. at the Penobscot
Local Church
comed. It is hoped that many will
Funeral
services
for
Lieutenant
ton wax sentenced to jail for 60 view Grange Hall Members are
go from the Rockland garden club.
Commander Isaac L Hammond, 55.
days and fined >150 along with jrged to take materials for makOld photographs having any re
Several auto-loads are planning to
USOG (ret.) who died Friday in a lation with St Peters Church of
costa of $8 30 in Municipal Court ing hats and bags. Supper will be
Saturday morning He was found j served with Mrs Minerva Small, lunch at the Worster House. Hallo
Portland hospital, were held Mon years ago are urgently wanted for
guilty of a second offense of driv- Mrs Edna Hustus, Mrs. Lilia El- well, before going to Augusta that
day afternoon from the Universa use in connection with the current
inc while under the influence of weil and Mrs Margaret Carr on I day.
list Church
Rev. John Smith centennial celebration of
intoxicating liquor.
Another 30 the committee, followed by an eve
the
The Educational Club will hold
Lowe officiated
days was added to the jail sen ning of Canasta.
church which culminates in a
a rummage sale next Saturday,
Committal services and interment grand historical pageant Aug. 10-16.
tence if the fine is not paid
May 24. starting at 9 o’clock in
wili be held Wednesday at the
The offense occurred on May 16
No pictures have been found of
Friends of Jackie Hupper will the former Nadeau Restaurant lo
South Chatham Cemetery in South the original St. Peter's Church
in Camden when a oar operated by be pleased to knew he was moved
cation,
Main
street,
foot
of
Park
Chatham.
Mass
Young left the road and turned by ambulance Saturday from the
which stood on Park street. Some
He was a veteran of 20 years'
over, according to Camden Police Mae Murray Nursing Home. Cam- street. An unusually good assort
where in the City or its environs
ment of excellent material, clothservice with the Coast Guard He there must be a photograph of the
Officer John Rainfrette
oen, to his home in Martinsville. I ing. etc . has been gathered for this
•* W 0
was born on April 16 1897 at Chat old building and it is the hope of
Jackie has been a patient at thc
ham. Mass., son of Luther and Father Kenyon that a diligent
Rodney Short of Pittsfield was
Camden Nursing Home since Feb
Hannah Hammond.
found guilty Saturday of speeding
starching of attics will produce
3. during this time he has made
The Rockland Fire Department
He was a member of the Coast
on Route 1 in Rockport on May 15
such a picture. Rumors are being
steady improvement. He will be was called out late Saturday night
Guard Retired Officers' Association
and was fined $10.
pursued as to the existence of cer
under trained nurses' care at home ro ,he home of Goldie Ulmer, 22
•• • •
and the Chief Warrant Officers'
tain parts of the structure and
Brick street to extinguish a chimJohn W Spear of Thomaston for awhile.
Association. His lodge affiliations
some of its furnishings. All such
pleaded innocent Saturday, but was
-------ney fire. No damage resulted.
included membership in Dewitt
Tlie program of the Lions District!
found guilty of driving while un
Clinton Lodge. F.A.M. of Sand will be cordially welcomed by Fr.
Kenyon.
Rockland
Boat
Shop
der the influence of liquor and was Convention which will be held in | The
wich. Mass.; the Scottish Rite
Photographs of persons active in
fined $100 and costs He appealed Kentville. N. S. June 7-9 has been launched a 30 foot lobster® boat
Bodies of Rockland; Golden Rod
and posted $200 bond for his ap lecened in this city. It is a form- gunday for K W. Faunce of Owl's £
Chapter. O.ES ; Rockland Lions the church or connected with it in
pearance at the November term idable document filled with Lion Head. The craft is of the same patClub and Clark-Haddad Post. any way in the earlier days are al
news and a great array of advertis- tern
that launched a week preof Knox Superior Court
American Legion, of Sandwich. so desired. AU such material wiU
Members of the Women’s Bowling League at Community Building held their annual banquet to mark Mass.
add materiaUy to the success of the
The car operated by Spear was ing matter. Even a crossword puz- Viously for Matinicus parties. Powthe dose of the season at Witham's Lobster Pound Monday evening.
Above are those who led the league
Photos or me
involved in a three-car accident zle. One page announces the can- er ;s supplied by a 95 horsepower in various departments the past season Left to right are: Mrs. Marv Brown, high single for the season
He is survived by his widow, Mrs August pageant
early Saturday morning at Glen didacy of Gerald Grant of the Chris Craft engine. She has a draft with a 127: Mrs. Mar- sprout who sen'd as mistress of ceremonies; Mrs F.va Gray, captain of the Has Beens. Myrtle Cahoon Hammond; and a mentoes may be sent to Fr Ken
Gove when it struok the car op Rockland Club for governor of Dis of three feet and beam of eight ulnning team ol the league for the third straight year; and Mrs. Evelyn Green, high three string title son. Norman, both of Rockiand; a yon at 34 High street or will be
holder with a 329 and league high average- holder with a 93.65.
erated by Alfred Plourde head-on trict 41-A2.
daughter Rita of Portland ; a called for if desired.
feet six inches.
The laying of the comer stone
after first hitting the car operated
brother Harvey of South Yarmouth.
James M Connellan of Rock
Mass.: and a sister. Mrs. Ernest for the new parish hall and church
by Richard Over’.ock of Warren a
County Attorney Curtis Payson
land. a Junior at Bowdoin College, was guest speaker at Kiwanis Club
: school building will be made dur
few seconds previously.
Norris of Hyannis, Mass.
Mr Hammond had been affiliated ing the pageant and relics of the
Plourde and his wife, Evelyn were has been elected to represent his Monday evening. He took the sub.
Senator Cross Will Be Guest with the Knox County Chapter of old church and its parish life will
taken to Knox Hospital for head fraternity. Kappa Sigma, on the ject of county gOvernment as his
American Red Cross since his re add much to that portion of the
injuries and abrasions of the arms Student Council. He is the son of tOplc and outlined the establishSpeaker Tomorrow—
James Connellan of 87 Pleasant ment in effect in Knox County at
tirement from the Coast Guard. event.
and knees.
His Fine Record
He served as the chapter's execu
Also treated at Knox Hospital street. He is majoring in Govern this time and gave the history of
were Spear and a companion. Ken ment at Bowdoin.
The Rockland Lions Club is tive secretary until the time of his
the county. He compared costs of
neth Levan of Thomaston who were
________
. scheduled to hear a prominent death.
today and in 1875 when Knox
There will be complete rehearsal
TO THE CITIZENS OF
Ip addition to his Red Cross du
treated for head cuts.
State official speak at the regular
County courthouse was built by
• • * *
of all Girl Scout and Brownie
ROCKLAND
The annual State program-plan to improve inadequate housing, and meetlng Wednesday noon at the ties. he found time to serve as
the
W.
H.
Glover
Company.
In
1875
Monday morning in Municipal Troops at Community Building
to purchase seed. feed, fertilizer.
Hotel
Skipper of the Red Jacket Ship of
On behalf of the Civil Defense
ning
and
policy-making
conference
the entire building cost $61 000. |
Court. Leonard Houston. USN. of Thursday afternoon in prepaiation
| of the Farmers' Home Administra livestock, equipment, and supplies
State Senator Burton M. Cross, Sea Scouts for a period of time Forces of Knox County, I wish to
New York City was arraigned for for Annual Girl Scout Court of The remodeling of the Superior tion opened this morning in the for operating farms.
candidate for Governor, will be and always took a lively interest in thank you one and all for the
Courtrooms,
hallways
and
jury
|
alleged drunken driving and the case Award- to be held Friday night at
Little Theatre of the Farnsworth
This mornings meeting opened introduced by Lion Frank F Hard the organization.
splendid co-operation you furnished
rooms cost the past year a figure
was continued to Saturday while 7 o'clock.
He was active in Masonic affairs on Sunday during the conduct of
Museum in Rockiand.
with a talk by Mr. Worcester on ing.
approaching
$68,009
he
said.
awaiting the results of a blood
About 45 FHA County suivervisors the aim of the conference, and was
Senator Cross is Past Master of and one of the founders and at one the first Air Raid Test Drill The
A grass fire on Upper Talbot av
test, with Houston posting $200 for
followed by a discussion on bor- Cushnoc Grange, past president of time the chapter dad of the Rock citizens of Rockland can be con
The
Voters
Action
Committee
of
|
and
office
managers
representing
enue near the home of Cobb Peter
his appearance
rower family progress and loan Augusta Rotary Club, and a 32d land Order of DeMolay.
gratulated upon the complete and
railed out the Rockland Fire tl,e BP W wd’ meet at the City the 16 counties of Maine were in
This case was the outgrowth of son
During the war, he commanded entire success of the driU.
servicing led by Henrv F Lowe, Degree Mason.
Department Monday afternoon. ]Hal1 at
t®h*<ht to check aa-j® en
n c a'"e ’as ,
an accident early Sunday morning
During his six years with the the Rockland section of the Coast
Our special thanks and complisessors cards. The committee ins*'a" al Bangor, headed oy chief of program operations, of the
when the car operated by Houston Some brush was burned but use of
State
office
at
Bangor.
Augusta
City Government, he Guard which . tretched from Pema I ments for their fine work go to the
eludes Miss Margaret Crockett. Homer Worcester, FHA State distruck the parked cars of John Ra- Indian tanks by firemen prevented
Officials to speak on the after served as president of both Council quid to the Canadian border and Civil Defense Town Director Ben
Mrs. Ruth Cross, Miss Eliza Steele, rector
pose and Maynard Marston of , any damage.
included all ships and stations and jamin Dowling and his organiza
noon program were Wendell W and Board of Aldermen.
Purpose
of
the
two-day
meeting
Mrs. Nettie Frost, Mrs. Dora Leo,
port security details.
Rockland on Main street near Tai- ,
Smith. State Field Representative;
is
to
outline
loan
policies
for
the
He
has
12
years
’
experience
as
a
tion, to the Rockland, Camden and
Mrs. Flora Cullen. Miss Anne Po
bot avenue. Upwards of 91000 |
BORN
coming work year which starts July Mis Mae Desjardin, administrative state Legislator, four years with : His career in the Coast Guard Thomaston Fire Departments to
vich
and
Mrs.
Joyce
Champlin.
property damage was done, but | Collins—At Knox Hospital, May
1. The Farmers' Home Adminis supervisor; Jabes H. Christie, Loan the Maine House of Representa-1 took him from Cape Cod surf sta the Central Maine Power Com
there were no injuries
, ,18. to Mr. and Mrs Charles O ColMrs Margaret tives. and eight years with the tions where he served as an enlist pany, to the New England Tele
tration.
an agency of the U. S. De Serving officer;
| lins, a son
A special meeting of the B.P.W
Houston told police that he had I ' 's-.I^-aJ'Ki.ox Hospital. May 20
partment
of
Agriculture,
makes
Small
State
office
insurance
clerk. Maine Senate. While in the Senate ed man to command of stations and phone and Telegraph Company, to
is called for Wednesday night at
been blinded bv the lights of an . to Mr. and Mr- Hannes Salo cf 7 30 in the Farnsworth Memorial supervised loans to eligible families and Mrs Thelma C. Stubbert, sec- he served two years as majority the rank of chief warrant officer Sheriff Pease and the State and
approaching car
Owl's Head, a son.
1 floor leader, and four years as! prior to the outbreak of the war the Rockland Police Departments,
on ...........
several appli- | 10 buy' en!arke. or improve farms: retary to the State Director.
Johnson—At Knox Hospital, May j Workshop to vote
He was promoted to lieutenant
The Houston vehicle was damaged
commander early in the war. the to the Maine Forestry Service and
about $300; that of Rapose $500, 17, to Mr. and Mrs. Alton Johnson. ’ cations for membership; to elect j
Mildred
Crie
was
elected
the
new
son.
one delegate to attend the State
rank which he held at his retire to all those others who contributed
and Marston’s $225.
Gove—A' Haverhill. Mats Mav Convention in Houlton June 6-7-8 president of the Browne Club of
individually their interest, their
ment.
16, to Mr and Mrs. Fiske R. Gove i
. .
time and their help to achieve such
of Haverhill, a son-Jefferv Fiske Iand t0 dlscuss >’lacc and plans for the First Baptist Church at a sup
per meeting Friday night at the
a notable success.
The Weather
Gove.
State Convention in 1963.
president of the Senate.
home of Lucy Rankin, Cedar
Leroy M. McCluskey
Rrann—At Knox Hospital, Mav 1
------As a State Senator he has served
Well sir. it descended upon us
19, to Mr. and Mrs Lloyd M I Donald Teel, Jr., 19, of 14 Frcd- street. Other officers chosen were:
Director
as chairman of the committee on
yesterday in all its glory in the
Brann 'Carrie Lee, a son—Fred- erick street suffered a bump on the vice president, Helen Bray; honor
motor vehicles; member of the Civil Defense Forces Knox County
first real Summer day of the year
er:s Allem
, head and lacerations of the lip ary vice president, Edith Bicknell;
committee on highways and bridges;
When it was quite the idea to
Wadsworth—At Gould s Maternitv ,
,
,
.
secretary, Lucy Rankin: treasurer,
and member of thc committee on
SOUTH HOPE
walk on the shady side of the Home. So. Hope. Mav 16. to Mr. and earIy Monda>’ night when the car
White Cross,
taxation.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Philbrook
street. Primary elections, the Vet Mrs. Melvin Wad: worth of Apple- he was operating left the road and Kathie Keating;
The
Holy
Trinity
Lutheran
rais»
money
for
the
church
and
to
ton. a son—Dana Allan.
struck a tree on Beech street. Teel Thelma Russell and Anna Webster:
Senator Cross has extensive busi and son of Camden visited her
eran's of Foreign Wars convention
Whitemore: Sea Church of Thomaston and Waldo- stimulate church work in the com- ness experience as a farmer, lum mother, Mrs. Annie Creamer, Sat
told Police that he had started to quilts, Cietta
and the lobster Festival will be
DIED
Mission,
Helen
Bray; boro will celebrate the first anni- munity. A Church Fund Campaign berman. and florist. He is president urday.
pass another car going South on Coas’
here before we know it. And. we
Hammond—At Portland. May 16. „
.
.
.. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris of
are sorry to mention it-—shorten Isaac L. Hammond of 60 Beech St.. I Broadwa>’ when » suddenly turned Christmas boxes, Dorothy Crie; Bi versary of the founding of the is under way to raise funds to es- of Cross Flowers. Inc . and a mem
) Rockland, age 55 years. Committal | left and he was forced to swerve ble study. Edith Bicknell. The nom- church on Sunday night at 7.30, | tablish the church building for the ber of Augusta-Hallowell Chamber Holden, Mass., spent the week-end
ing days.
' Services and interment Wednesday out to avoid a collision, losing con- inating committee included Helen at the Episcopal Church in Thom work. Every church member will of Commerce and Gardiner Board with the Tavlor-Harris family.
2 P_m. at South Chatham Ceme- ,ruj The car was damaged to the Knowlton. Helen Palmer and Lucy aston. A very special program has have his or her own money raising of Trade Additional business con
For social Items In The Courier- at
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Emery of
tery. So. Chatham, Mass.
'
Rankin. Miss Lena Miller, a for peen arranged for the observance, project. A benefit concert will be nections include the duties of cor Rockland called on relatives here
Gazette. Phone 1044. City
tt
Richardson—At Ro"k!ar.d, May ' extent of $100
mer Bible teacher was a special
The guest speaker will be Rev. E given June 21 for the Fund by Sym porator of Augusta Savings Bank, Sunday night.
19. Adelaide E. Richardson, age 73
C ARD OF THANKS
years. 11 months. 10 days. Funeral
guest.
O Kenyon of St Peter’s Episcopal phony Pianist Charles Hedlund and Corporator of Augusta General
U. S. WASHABLE KEDETTES
My deepest appreciation to the
Thursday. 11 a. m. from St. Peter's
Pair of Glasses in red case, lost
------Church of Rockland. The Young of Massachusetts. Socials and pic Hospital.
Episcopal Church. Interment in Odd Fellows, thc Grange, the men
Bert Cross understands the prob I on Main street Friday afternoon.
SUMMER CASUALS
Kennedy
Crane,
Jr,
and
Walter
peopies society of The Lutheran nics are arranged for the Summer
I
work
with
ar.d
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Al

Denmark,
Me.
Friends
may
call
AAA to B
lems of the businessman and the Mrs Hogstrom, Criehaven.
61-lt
at Davis Funeral Home. 558 Main bert Pitman for the beautiful flow Gay are in New York this week in church of Paris will give musical season along with the regular
needs of the State. His address
$1.95 to $8.95
and recitation selections. There church services.
St.. 2-4 p. m and 7-9 p. m Wed ers and lovely baskets of fruit, to the interest of Senter-Crane's.
all the many friends who sent cards
Ushers: For part time work, also
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
nesday.
will be friends and guests from
The officers of the church are: Wednesday will be most interest
telephoned.
thanks
candy
stand attendants. Must be
Hallowell_
—and
At Rockland.
May Especial
19
ing.
310 Main St. Tel. 593-M Rockland
The many Rockland friend of neighboring parishes in Lincoln Nikolai Jalonen of Washington,
,Mr' and Mrs- Raymond Keating
61-63 Mrs?"”DeHa Libby ^ Hallowed of
Members of the Lions Club are at least 16 years old. Ajjply in
Mr.
and
Mrs
George
R
Gove
and
j£
nox
Counties
invited
to
join
and
Mrs
Annie
Ripley
for
their
chairman;
Mrs
Fanny
Frederick

Thomaston, age 71 years. Funeral
person. Manager Strand Theatre.
cordially invited to bring guests.
services Thursday at 2 p. m. from many acts of kindness during my (Kathleen Fiske.) formerly of this ^jth the parishioners to mark the son of Thomaston; Mrs. Lydia
61-lt
Jasper
D.
Akers
recent
illness.
city will be pleased to learn of the flrst year of church work and ef- Lein.men of Waldoboro, financial
Davis Funeral Home, Thomaston
DR. IRVING P. TUTTLE Interment
John Chaples.
in Village Cemetery, |
on
May
16
at
Hale
Memorial
f
Orts
birth
secretary;
Mrs.
Aino
Rissanen
of
Appleton
ei'lt
Rev. John Fitzpatrick officiating
Hospital in Haverhill. Mass
Osteopathic Physician
of
group of American Finnish Lu- Waldoboro, treasurer; Mrs. Anna
Simmon*—At Port Clyde. Mai i
CARD OF THANKS
grandchild Jeffrey fherans organized the Holy Trin- Erickson president of Woman's So
HOURS:
19, Herman
G Simmons, age 67 , I wish to thank my relatives and their third
~
years. Funeral Sendees Wednes- frjends who
kin(J1 remembere(i Fisk? Gove. Jeffrey is the second ^y Lutheran Church to bring splr- ciety of Thomaston; Mrs. Tekla
10 to 12 and 1 to 3
day. 2 p. m. from Port Clyde Bap me during my stay at Knox Hos son of Mr. and Mrs. Fiske R. Gove. itua] and cultural life to the many Jalonen of Washington secretary
566 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1087
Interment in Sea pital; also. Dr Allen and the
59*72 tist Church.
families living in the Lincoln and of the Women’s Society; Mrs. Wil
side Cemetery, Rev. Millard Gile nurses; and special thanks to Miss
A Plant Sale will be held May
officiating. Friends may call at Da Ferguson for her kind hospitality 28. from 1 to 5 p. m. at the premises Knox counties who did not have liam Bloomquist Warren, treasurer
GAME PARTY
„
„
,
church affiliations and felt the of Women's Society; Fred Freder
vis Funeral Home, Thomaston, after leaving the hospital.
of Mrs Hervey C. Alley (driveway
4_ ____
___
Tuesday (tonight) from 7 to 9 pm.
EVERY FRIDAY
need to have their own church ickson chairman of Building Com
Mrs Clyde O Ames.
and garage) 28 Limerock street,
Brewer
—
At
Thomaston.
May
19.
North Haven.
61 It
At 7.30 P. M.
The progress made in the first year mittee
city. The sale is under the au.-,pices
Harold G Brewer, formerly of
TOWER ROOM
Monday night, May 26 the de
of loyal and preserving efforts of
Tenant's Harbor, age 70 years. Fu
of the Rockland Garden Club.
CARD OF THANKS
COMMUNITY BUILDING
parishioners and friends has been votional meeting will be held at
neral arrangements being made
We
wish
to
thank
the
re .
Auspices Knights of Columbus
the home of Mrs. Jenny Mikkola of
with Davis Funeral Home, Thomas of Ash Point, Owl's Head, and all
encouraging and rewarding.
18-T&Th-tf
ton.
those who helped in any way dur
Meetings have been held the North Waldoboro at 7.30. Everyone
Hughes—At Camden. May 17. ing the recent storm damage to our
second and fourth Sundays of the invited.
AURORA LODGE
John Thomas Hughes of 83 Elm boats, and particularly Ellena Fre
month. Rev. George Autlo as minis
NO.
50,
A.
F.
&
A.
M.
St.. Camden, age 64 years. Inter dette. who made so many telephone
ter. Over 600 persons have attended Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
ment in Mountain View Cemetery. calls in our behalf
RUSSELL
Special Communication
Howe—At Camden, May 17. Oscar
Jack Dodge and Crew Members.
the service since the beginning.
Packs Amazing
WEDNESDAY,
MAY
21
—
7.30
P
M
Herbert Howe .age 62 years Fu
Crockett’s Beach, May 17, 1952.
The contributions to the church digizjBiBJHJZiaiaicijejzreiarazJit.
Funeral Home
Work In E. A. Degree
Hearing Power Into The
61-lt
neral services Tuesday at 2 p. m
treasury has been over $1000.
from Gilbert Laite Funeral Home.
CARL M. STILPHEN
RUMMAGE
Through the kindness of the St.
Rev.
Loungway
offiiating.
Inter

CARD
OF
THANKS
SMALLEST BELTONE EVER MADE
LADY ASSISTANT
ment in Mountain View Cemetery.
We wish to express our sincere
John's Episcopal Church of Thom
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
Eastman—At Camden. May 16. thanks to all our friends and neigh
SALE
Actually 27/2% Tinier Than Any
HANDYMAN WANTED
aston and the Methodist Church of
SERVICE
Minnie Eastman, age 80 years In bors for cards, flowers and other
Bachelor, 50 or over, neat. Must
Previous Beitone
North
Waldoboro
church
services
terment was in Mountain View acts of kindness expressing their he able to care for gardens and
SATURDAY, MAY 24
PHONE 701
Cemetery.
sympathy to us in our recent be lawn. Living quarters and salary. tiave been held in these buildings
9
O'CLOCK
at
I CLAREMONT STREET
reavement.
alternately in order to offer relig
NO DRUNKS. Write
A miracle of compactness and light weight,
Former Nadeau
BOCKLAND, ME.
Myrtle Cunningham, Mrs. Luie
BOX P. R.. r(Courier-Gazette.
ious worship in both counties.
this sensational new Beitone Lyric Model
lm
P
ressi
*
e
1-tt
Blackington.
John
Cunningham
61-63
Restaurant Store
require an exThere are over 300 families of Fin
gives exciting new clarity and understanding
SzjgrajzjziaiafgizjHizjeiaiaiaiZj'n
Ada Mitchell.
81‘It
pensive outlay of money
Main St.—Foot of Park St.
of speech. It’s sensitive, powerful and spe
nish or American Finnish stock in
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Auspices Educational Club
cially engineered for greater dependability.
when we are called. Our
these two counties.
... tells al!
61-62
Amazing new economy of operation, too!
A Woman's Society has been very
wide range of
price;

Women Bowlers Annual Banquet Last Friday

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION

Rockland Lions

Holding a Two-Days' Convention At the
Farnsworth Building

An Appreciation

TO OBSERVE FIRST ANNIVERSARY

Holy Lutheran Church Of Thomaston
and Waldoboro Sunday Night

Announcing The...

meets every

need or wish.

Send A Businessman To Washington
"FRED"
PAYNE
for
U. S. SENATOR

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
IU-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

i-tf

CLAYT BITLER
Wants To See YOU about

GOODYEAR
TIRES

-

active to promote projects to help

*
*

Above all, Maine needs H0NESI-A8LE *
—AGGRESSIVE representation in Wash
ington. You'll get it from "Fred" Payne *
He will fight graft and corruption and
approach Maine's problems from the
standpoint of a practical businessman. *
He will work for Maine and Maine
people.
*

Vote For PAYNE FOR U.S. SENATOR

*

the exciting
facts about

SOO/C ®;‘'e:,n,er?
umph in hearing aid engi
neering and gives the answers
to vital questions every hard of
hearing person should know.
Come in, phone or mail cou
pon today tor your FREE copy.

The Public is Cordially Invited to a
PIANO RECITAL
Given by

Mary Jean Glendenninq
Joan Talbot
Carol Stratton
Barbara Marsh
Pupils of Charlotte C. Hopkins
Sponsored by the Rubinstein Club

Farnsworth Museum - May 23

Seltone
QUALITY HEARING AIDS

Mxitallr FilM—ZinMollr Svxiul
Batteries and Service
All Makes

Alfred A. Adams

8.00 P. M.
61*62

Td.

2039

It’s better than ever in 26 ways to help you

hear better than ever! Here, at last, is the
hearing aid you’ve been waiting for. See it;
hear with it; learn all about it as soon as you

can. Why not stop in today, or tomorrow
sure, for a thrilling demonstration—no obli

gation whatsoever!

i
l
i
i
i
I
i

BELTONE SERVICE

Ru.h me FREE BOOK about the new extra tiny J
Beitone Lyric ... no obligat.on, of course.

!

Name......................................................................

‘

Address.............................................................................. •
I
Town................................................. Sfste

55&58&61

PagiFotf
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone tf

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertlooments tn thts column not to exceed three tines Inserted
Mts for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each Une, half price each additional time used. Five small
words te a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called, L e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courler-Gasette office for hand
ling, cost 25 cents additional

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ada
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms er Individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courler-Gasette. Count the Words-Flve to a Lina

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WHITE Enamel Kitchen Stove
Sale.
Excellent conditio:.
TEI. for sale, with ABC burners, prac
156-M
60*62 tically new $50, 8 PINE ST . Thom...<■ :.
61 ’63
A 1950 Ford Custom 2-dr. Sed for
sale, 19.000 miles CALL RocMsod
BOY’S full-si2e Columbia Bicycle
179-JK
60 62 with accessories for sale
Good
condition, paint like new; 45 Beech
GLADS. Carnations. Snaps and St. TEL. 1568
61’63
Roses for sale for Memorial Day
Please order early. Also Geese
FRIGIDAIRE for sale $50 AMOS
Eggs for hatching. 50c each. MAKINEN. So Thomaston, Me
GRACIE'S GARDENS. Mrs. Charles
61 63
A. Swift, 9 Booker street, Thomas
FOR SALE
ton Tel. 374
58-64
HEDSTRCM Baby Carriage for

1950 FORD four-door Custom
Sedan for sale, radio and heater
good rubber. R A. PENNEY, War
ren. Tel. 83
58*61
REMINGTON Model 81-B spe
cial grade Rifle for sale. 300 Savage
cal 4 extra sights and 3 boxes cart
ridges; 34 WADSWORTH ST.
Thomaston.
58*61
ELECTRIC Pump and Tank for
sale; also Singer Sewing Machine
TEL 551-Ml.
68*61
1947 WHIZZER Motor Bike for
sale. Good condition; also Homart
30-gal. automatic bottle gas Water
Heater, practically new.
R C.
BORNEMAN. Warren
59-6!
$1.98 A Gallon Mill End Paint
for sale. DISTRIBUTOR for K-GRego Welding and Cutting Equip
ment. OXYGEN and ACETYLENE
Black and Galvanized Chain MOR
RIS GORDON AND SON. 6 T St.
58-61
2
PULL-Size Maple Crib with
Kant-wet mattress for sale, $25.
TEL. 796-W
58*61
NEWILY-Built Oak Boat 15’x5’;
good for deep sea fishing or for
pleasure.
Price $225
ARNE
LAUKKA. Tel. 1-12. Middle Road,
Warren. Me
58-61
POOD and Rummage Sale, May
22, at I.O.OF. dining hall. Warren,
starting at 10 a. m., auspices WAR
REN EXTENSION ASSOCIATION
58-61
FURNITURE for sale: Mahogany
Love Seat, large Cedar Chest, beau
tiful Cabinet Victrola with 100 rec
ords, and other miscellaneous ar
ticles MRS GEORGE HERSOM,
82 Elm St.. Camden. Tel. 2658.
59*61
A 1951 Harley-Davidson 74 for
sale; also 1 1949 Harley-Davidson
74; 1 1947 Harley-Davidson 74; 1
1942 Harley-Davidson 45. 2 1949
Harley-Davidson 125. 1 1948 HarleyDavidson 125; 1 1948 Check; 2 1951
Whizzer Pacemaker. 1 1952 Whizzer
Ambassador. 1 1952 Whizzer Pace
maker, 1 1948 Whizzer Motor Bike.
Harley-Davidson Motor Oil for sale.
GENTHNER’S SERVICE STA
TION, Waldoboro. Tel. 117, and
New County Road. Rockland. 59*66
POULTRY Equipment for sale.
PHILIP LONN. Union, Me.
59*61
POULTRYMEN! Infra-red heat
bulbs for sale, 89c each Quality
prices on six or more. BITLER
OAR & HOME SUPPLY, 470 Main
street.
58*60
13 HP. SEA King Outboard Mo
tor for sale, in good condition,
$100.
CHARLES KIGEL.
Tel.
Warren 44-13___________
58*60
30" LOBSTER Boat, 2-bunk
cabin, hoisting gear, Desoto en
gine, cradle. Priced for quick sale.
CHARLES SIMMONS, Central St..
Rockport. Me
61*63
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale at
Glen Cove. Premier and Sparkle.
WILL LUFKIN, R.FD., Rockland.
37-62
MEN’S, Women's and children’s
Shoes sold at factory price at JOE’S

SHOE STORE 63 Cedar St. Open
dally, Inc. Sunday until 9 p. m,
except Thurs. close at 6 o’clock.

B6tf

! SEED Potatoes, Sagadahoc Fer
tilizer and Seedlings for sale. AR
THUR W. BOWLEY, Old County
Road, head Talbot Ave.
56*61
BIRD Houses, Feeding Stations,
for sale. Novelties. Toys. RAYES
CRAFT SHOP, Prescott St., city.
56*Tue*79
QUALITY Strawberry PlantsState inspected, dusted and fumi
gated. Howard 17, Fairlard, Tem
ple, Sparkle, Catskill; 100-$325,
1000-$21, 10.000-$19 per 1000 (com
bination). Great Bay and Gem
Everbearing 100-$4; 1000-$26. Post
paid. Freshly dug and shipped
promptly. Folder free. SYLVES
TER & SKINNER, Belfast. Tel.
569-W4.
_______ 55*68
SEX-Link Pullets, Cockerels or
straight-run Chicks, from fast
growing, heavy laying strain.
Maine-U. S. Approved Pullorum
clean. Inoculated for Newcastle if
desired. BYRON MILLS. Waldo
boro, Me. Tel. 51-3.
41tf
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale:
Howard 17, Catskill Sparkle and
Temple, $235-100; $18-1000, PP.
or $2-100; $17-1000 here. State in
spected, C.OD. orders filled. LE
ROY LUCE, Washington. Tel. 9-14.
*8*71
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call
SU Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770.

14tf

OKANITK LIVES FOBEVEB
Walks, Steps, Foots, Fireplaces,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation Stone.
Estlmatee
gladly submitted. Ne obligation.
HOCKING OKANITE INDUS
TRIES (Snceeooon to John Moeon
Son), Clark Island, Me.
Tok Bockland tl-WZ ar Tenant’!
[arbor M-U.
1-tf

A
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Barbara Jo Vinal of Rockland,
passed the day Thursday with her
grandmother, Mrs. Willis R. Vinal.
Final rehearsals are being held
for the program by pupils of grades
one. two and three, directed by
Mrs. Winola Cooper, teacher of
music in the schools, which will be
given at Town Hall May 23.
The senior class three-act farce
presented Thursday evening at
Town Hall was successful and en
tertaining. The production was ex
ceptionally well cast and directed.
Pinal rehearsal for the Warren
Village Singers Concert, to be pre
sented Thursday evening by the
group, at the Baptist Church will
be held this evening, Tuesday, at
the Congregational Chapel.
Week-end guests of Mr. and
Mrs Donald Mathews were Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Dente of Cambridge.
Mass.
Callers over the week-end at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby
were Mr and Mrs. Maurice Gross
of Westbrook, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Robinson of Scarboro, and

MT. and Mrs. Clifford Carroll and
granddaughter, Nancy Sue of Au
burn.
State Button Society

Members of the Tri-County But
ton Club, who attended the recent
State Button Society meeting held
at the Chase Lobster Pound at Lin
colnville Beach, were Mrs. Chester
Wallace. Mrs. Ida Mallett, and Mrs
Hilliard Spear of this town. Mrs.
Carence Leonard. Mrs. Edmund
Harding of South Union, Mrs Ora
Merrifield and Mrs. Mary Nash of
j
Camden. Mrs Leona Moulton and
j
Mrs Frances Morrisey of Lisbon
i
Palls, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Small
of Rockport, Mrs. Josephine Stone
and Mrs. Helen Hallowell of Thom
aston.
Edwin Collamore of Pittsfield,
president of the Maine Button So.
. ,
j
ciety presented a reading on Char- ;
lotte Corday.
Button deaers of Maine and of !
Massachusetts were in attendance. I
Schools Present Program

ant part in the scene.
The parts will be taken ax fol
lows, Donna Wiley, Barbara Wylie,
Marie Havener, and Ingrid Griffin
as jonquils; Betsey Wiley. JudyKinney. Judy Jones, Jane Royer,
as roses; Stephen Lord. Albert
Spear. Bernard Wotton, Donald
Wood, and John Billings as ducks;
Ronald Lufkin. Richard Payson,
David Autio. Weston Wotton, and
MerriU Howard as rain drops;
Carolyn Perkins, Dorothy Pendle
ton and Deborah Buck as breezes;
Nancy Copeland, Dianna Overlock,
Joan Beane, Janet Boggs, and Alberta Spear as sunbeams; Jean
Klg^i as bluebird; and Larry and
Barry Jenkins, Walter Heathcote,
James Cousins, and Malcolm Hyler
as the bunnies
Costumes will be interesting in
..
the production
4
A Pood and Rummage Sale will
be held Thursday, May 22, at the
IOOP dining hall, starting at 10
a m. Auspices of the Warrei Ex
tension Association. The proceeds
will foe used for the fluorine treatment fcr children of the cornmunity.

Pupils of the First, Second and ■
Third Grades of the Warren ’
schools will present a Spring con- |
cert Friday evening at 7.30 in Town i
Button Club Doings
Hall, under the direction of Mrs. I Mrs. Chester Wallace, president
Winola Cooper, teacher of music in ' of the Tri-County Button Club, was
the Warren schools.
, speaker Thursday afternoon at a
1940 Ford Station Wagon
1946 Chev. 1-ton Panel
Featured by Grades TWo and meeting of the Woman’s Club
1947 Pont. 5-pass Coupe
Three will be the operetta. ’’Farmer j study unit held at the home of
1938 Ford Coupe
In the Dell, in which the 35 pu- Mrs. Xavier Mallett. Mrs. Wallace
1938 Chev. Coupe
pils have part. Grade One will pre exhibited several of her button col
WANTED
1939 Ford 4-Door
sent “Springtime In the Garden,” lection specimens to illustrate her
1942 G.MC , 2-speed
AJ J, kinds of Property listings ! with 34 pupils participating.
All in good condition Pi
talk. Tentative plans were made for
wanted
Ii
you
are
thinking
off
right.
Principal parts in the operetta the annual meeting and election of
selling, let’s talk it over WILLIAM
ROCKLAND MOTOR CO .
T. DEAN. Rockland. Tel. 226. Li will be taken by Terry Overlock, as officers to be held next month fol
censed Real Estate Broker
61tf | the farmer; Paul Pottle as the
lowing a luncheon, arrangements
MIDDLE-Aged Woman wanted, to rooster, Richard Perry as the for which will be made by the Unit
GOSLINGS.
Ducklings,
care for three children while mother scare-crow. Terry Vigue, and Paul
Chinese. Toulouse, African.
works
No cooking, ironing, or Turner as two black crows. Brenda j executive committee. Announce| ment was made of a special meetwashing. For further information I
Mitchell as Mistress Mary; Jean .
,
,
write BOX32, So. Thomaston, Me
: mg of the American Assembly pahAUSTIN DAVIS, North Cushei*it I Draper as Little Bo-Peep; Grace
i el to be held Tuesday afternoon at
OWN And Operate Without any Lehto, as Puff, the breeze and i the home of Mrs. Robert MacKenInvestment: One of the finest busi Charles York, as Snug, the Bugzie, to prepare for the new Assem
nesses in America. Experience un- 1
GARET PENNEY, Warren. Tel. necessary. Will consider man or in-the Rug. This will be accom bly topic, Inflation, Issues and
panied by dances, choruses, and
83
woman with ear. We furnish stocks
Problems.
Refreshments
were
on. credit. Good earnings. Write several rhythm band numbers by served Thursday afternoon by the
the
three
grades,
band
leader,
WATKINS CO., Box 367R. Dept.
hostess
RL. Newark. N. J.
61*T*70 Richard Perry.
gether. TEL. 577.
Smorgasbord Successful
HOUSE Trailer wanted to rent, j Other attractions in the operetta
for Summer. WILDER MOORE. will be, the Humpty-Dumpty dance
The smorgasbord, held Saturday
boat No reasonable offer refused. Warren.
61-63 by Kathleen Wyllie; butterfly night at Town Hall, auspices of the
STATION ATTENDANT
dance, by Diane Lunden, Rae In- Warren Woman's Club, the ways
Wanted; honest, reliable, good graham, and Joyce Kinney; Caro- [ and means committee in charge,
White Gas Stove, never used, Book references required No other need
case with books, including 30 Vol. apply. Write NPiM., % The Cou lee Payson. Nancy Spear, Mary Lee , was a colorful affair, rounded out
set of Britannica, Mirrors, mis. rier-Gazette.
61-63 Perry, Louise Thayer, and Helene by an evening program of colored
CANDAGE, 194 Camden St., CitySHACK, on salt water, wanted. ; Howard as milk maids; Donald Wil slides, exhibited by Carroll Berry,
Two bedrooms, running water and . liams, Jack Perry, Kenneth Royer, Rockport artist.
toilet. Give price. Address, G C., Teddy Hill, and Robie Copeland,
Eighty-eight covers were set on
sale.
New valve job.
Warren, Maine.
60tf as the farmers' helpers; Robie card tables, with various members
Tires. Cash, Trade Terms.
BOARDERS wanted (board and Copeland. Roland Wyllie, Dale acting as hostesses. Table decoraB. ERICKSON, Warren.
room) in Thomaston. Call after Shaw, George Wooster, Gerad Pay- | tions harmonized with each table
ROW Boat, 12 ft. long for sale ' 5 p. m. TEL. Thomaston 219-2
Excellent condition at MESSER’S
60-62 son, Gerald Durkee and Paul Car- j c;oth, and dishes, the flower centre
GARAGE, Union, Me
60’K
GIRL or Woman wanted, days, for ter as the seven apples; Cynthia piece arrangement by Mrs. Fred
company. No objection to one child. Wotton, Linda Miank, Judith Hav- | vvebel and Mrs. Harold Searle of
Live in; $6 weekly. Write MRS. ener, Gwendolyn Feyler, Carolyn ^he cju(j execut,iVe committee.
A. M, % The Courier-Gazette.
Wiley, and Betty Billings, as silver ,
gmorgagbord buffet tables
60-62
Camden St. Tel. 1091-W.
60-62 bells and cockle shells.
,
| were placed in the hall center.
BABY Carriage for sale, price $20;
SAWING Machine and engine ;
Sipringtime In the Garden, by i Atmosphere was lent the occasion
.57 Main St.. Thomaston.
wanted. E. RUSSELL, 149 Thom the First Graders will be aU its by the Swedlsh and Flnnj£h Jlag£
Thomaston 86.
aston St.
60-62
name implies, pupils to represent
largp
Norweglan
FOR Memorial Day: Geraniums,
LAWNS to mow, wanted. TEL. flowers, rabbits, sunbeams, and I _______________________________
Petunias. Fuschias, Cemetery Ar- ■ Thomaston 130-13 or 215.
60-62
other things which play an import- j
rangements, Rose Bushes for sale.
WANTED: Boatbuilders, WoodAlso Seedlings of all kinds. DEAN'S
■
workers.
Carpenters
with
boatyard
,
NURSERY, 325 Old County Rd.
Tel. 348-J.
60-65 I experience, with tools, steady work; I LOST AND FOUND
j defense plant, 40 hours with four j
I hours overtime weekly. LUDERS
NOTICE—is hereby given of the
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette t MARINE CONSTRUCTION CO . loss of deposit book No. 34580
Stamford, Conn.
60-63 standing in the names of Helen G.
LAWN Mowers and Trimmers to Lunt or Frank S. Lunt and Clar
sharpen, wanted. J. H. PETTEE, ence H. Lunt, Executors of the Es- ;
TO LET
| 10 Robinson St.
60*62 tate of Frank S. Lunt request that
a duplicate book be issued in ac
ROOMERS wanted. References, i cordance with the provisions of the
THREE large Furnished Rooms
Inquire
24
MYRTLE
ST
60*62
to let. Apply 12 WARREN ST
State Law. ROCKLAND SAVINGS
___________________________ 61*63
BOOKKEEPER wanted. Must BANK, by Sidney S. Pierce. Treas.
THE Richan Furnished 2-room apply In Person. STANLEYS GA- i Rockland, Maine. Mav 6, 1952
59-61 ;
55*T*61
Apt. 1st floor, available May 20; RAGE, 245 Main St., city.
27 ELM ST.
61tf
Builder. LAWRENCE ORCUTT,
HOSPITAL Beds for rent, rea ; Contractor and Builder. AlteraREAL ESTATE
sonable rate.
UNITED HOME j tions and Repairs. Estimates fur|
nished.
Tel.
218-MK.
52*63
SIX-Room House for sale, with
SUPPLY CO, 579 Main St., Tel
2 acres of land. House lots located
939. Rockland.
55and61-EOI
JUNK CARS WANTED
at Pleasant St., corner Cedar and
MORRIS GORDON & SON, 6 T Brewster and Northend of Broad
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC ST.
[ street, Tel. 123-W.
28tf way. WILLIAM T. DEAN. Rock- ;
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work j land. Tel. 226. Licensed Real Es
THREE-Room Furnished Apart- done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 tate Broker.
61-lt,
Union St., Grove St, entrance. Tel. ! FOR SALE: 7-rm. House and ga- I
ST.
59*61 ‘ 1680. EVA AIMES.
58*63 ' rage. Hardwood floors, bath, steam
TO LET: Apartment, 123 Talbot
DON’T discard your old or heat. Large lot. Easy walking dis
avenue, large living room, sleeping
tance to town and bus. Price $5300. ,
room, modern kitchen with electric antique furniture. Call H. JOHN DOROTHY DIETZ, Camden 2717
NEWMAN
for
restoring
and
rerange and refrigerator, bath, oil
or 8897
,
61-lt
heat, hot and cold water, heated finishing; tf Masonlo 81 Tel.
NINETEEN Acres of Land more
1106-M
ltf
garage, use of laundromat included,
or less, for sale, between the Old
$6250 per month. CALL 1376 be
WANTED: By Camden family, a Thomaston Road and Maine Cen
tween 8.30 a. m. and 5 p. m
58-61 1 Woman to wait on table and do tral Railroad, East of Buttermilk
TWO-Room Furnished Apt. with I other housework, no cooking; from : Lane in Thomaston.
flush, to let at South End. TEL. ' about July 1 through Sept, 15. Can
Bids will be received on above
439-W5._____________________58*61 i live with family or at home, $30 a j property at the Town Office before
j week. For particulars, write BOX
,
TWO-Room Apt with bath, to let | RB, % The Courier-Gazette. 59-81 5 p m Monday, May 26.
This is land taken for taxes and
on Camden St TEL. 939 or 1219.
WOULD like House Work to do Quit Claim Deed will be given.
_______________________________ 56 tf
For further information, call at
by the day or hour. Will go anyTHREE-Room furnished Apart i where. Write or call MRS. EDITH Town Office, Town of Thomaston. ;
ment with private bath, to let at B. STINSON, Warren. Tel. 66-14.
H. W. PUTNAM,
28 Pacific St. W. H. EMERY. Tel.
Town Manager
59*61 61-63
590-W.
54tf
MODERN 3-bedroom House or j SHOREFRONT Property in Owl’s |
POUR-Room Apt. to let, heated, Apt. wanted to rent in vicinity of Head, for sale; about 100 rods along
hot and cold water, and bath. Also i Waldoboro.
Call or write MR. State Road and about 76 rods from I
2 furnished Rooms and flush; 34 1 RICHARDSON. % Sylvania Elec- , State Road to shore. Inquire On i
Pulton St. TEL. 1379-R.
I
trie Co., Waldoboro or Tel. Waldo- i Premises. WILLIAM LEONARD
60 62
TWO-Room furnished Apartment boro 82.
59*61
with flush to let. Centrally located
BIKE Repairing wanted; largest j COLONIAL Style 10-room House
TEL. 1285.___________________ 52tf ' stock of parts in Knox County; I for sale, bath and 2 flushes, fire
SMALL Furn. Apts., 1 near Van used Bikes. BITLER CAR AND place, bam and one acre land. Lo
cated by monument in Warren.
Baalen, others central or at North HOME SUPPLY, 470 Main St.
57tf CARL B. ERICKSON. Warren.
End Apply 11 JAMES ST. 51tf
_________________________ 60*62
POUR-Room unfurnished Apt. to
EIGHT-Room House, with bath,
let. Bath, hot and cold water,
heated. Thermostatic controlled, Cesspools and Septic Tanks for sale; 2-car garage; also ',4-ton
Trailer; 33 Traverse St., Rockland.
elec, range, elec, refrigerator, $10
Cleaned by Machine
TEL. 369-R.
Mtf
per week. Over Carr’s Store, cor
C. E. FENDERSON
ner Main and Rankin streets. TEL.
TWO-APT. House at 49 Park St.
SANITARY
SERVICE
25.
52tf
Telephone 1314
Rockland, Me.
APARTMENT to let; 5 rooms with
56*61
bath; newly renovated; hot and
OMf
cold water fumixhed. Adults only.
Apply BICKNELL'S HARDWARE

try; the Swedish copper lump au
ger container and flower contain
er, the Finnish copper coffee ket
tles, Danish steel serving dishes
end serving spoons and forks. Sym
bolic of
Scandinavian festivals
were the birch tree branches in
large containers in the hall.
A doll loaned by Mrs. Vernal
Wallace, was dressed in the Swe
dish National costume.
Mrs. Webel and Mrs Leroy Mc
Cluskey wore costumes represent
ing two Danish provinces.
Scandinavian dishes, supervised
by Mrs. Fred Webel, were served,
topped off with a fruit desert, ac
companied by Finnish coffee bread,
and coffee.
Success of the brilliant affair is
due to the following Woman's Club
ways and means committee, Mrs.
Maynard Leach, Mrs. Webel, Mrs.
Earle Moore, Sr., Miss LaVerne
Young, Mrs Leroy McCluskey and
Mrs. Fred Starrett. Mrs. Searle,
club president, assisted the com
mittee, also in every way possible.

LOUDVILLE

ton. Forget me not Chapter, Mar
tha. Electa Dennis, South Thomas
UNION
ton, Forget me not Chapter, Elec
ta. Idah
Stoddard. Searsmont,
Correspondent
Rosewood, Warder Orman Hauck,
Telephone 10-M
Waldoboro, Wiwurna Chapter, sentinal. Beatrice Ryder, Rockport,
The Orammar school under di Harbor Light Chapter guest candi
rection ol Leroy Barker is pre date.

senting a minstrel in a few weeks.
Mrs Anne Howe girl scout lead
er was a speaker at the Warren
group Monday evening.
All ground observers for the Ci
vilian Defense program are urged
to be present at tonights meeting
at the High School building.
Speakers and movies are part of
the program for the evening.
Mrs. Alvin Fountain who has
spent the Winter with relatives in
Massachusetts has reopened her
home at South Union.
Alfred Hawes was at a hospital
in Portland for treatment Friday
and Saturday returning home Sun
day.
Bethel Rebekah Lodge entertains
the district meeting Saturday af
ternoon and evening May 24.
Mrs. Marian Ryan and son Rich
ard of Massachusetts spent the
week-end at Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Hawes.
Miss Faye Robbins and Miss
Grace Calderwood attended the
State MYF as delegates from the
local group which was held in
Brewer Saturday and Sunday.

James O'Connell of Orono, Maine
and Wtjj-cester. Mass., and Leslie
Boothby of Livermore were over
night guests of the Cecil Prior's
last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs Sherbon Carter
have returned to their home here
after spending the Winter at Port
land and Round Pond
Meeting Cancelled
Erville Palmer and son of New
Methodist
Brotherhood planned
Harbor came with them and are I
living in one part of the Carter's for Wednesday May 21 has been
cancelled due to other activities in
home.
Ed. Murphy and Mrs. Dorothy town. Members and friends please
Morton of Kittery were here for take notice.
the week-end of May 10th
Observes Guest Night
Quite a number here attended
Orient Chapter O ES. observed
the Mother’s Day service at the Quest Officers Night Friday May
church, and enjoyed the fine ser 16 with the following guests pre
mon by Rev Gertrude Anderson.
sent as officers. Mr and Mrs Ken
Mrs Thomas Poland has been neth Morrill, Weeks Mills, Lily of
Valley Chapter, as worthy matron
very ill.
Several from here attended the and patron. Nathalie Parker, Cam
Community Supper at Dutch Neck den Seaside Chapter as Associate
on Thursday evening They all re Matron. Edward Ludwick, Wash
ported a fine social time and an ington, Fondulac Chapter as as
sociate patron. Ruth Basford. Lin
excellent supper.
Mrs. Emma Bunker of New Har colnville, Beech Chapter as secre
bor has been the guest of her I tary. Louise Eugley, Lincolnville
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs Al- , Beech Chapter as treasurer Viv
pheus Poland and other relatives ] ian Vinal, Rockland. Golden Rod
Chapter as conductress. Dorothy
here.
Spear, Rockland,
Golden Rod
Stork Shower
Chapter as assistant conductress.
A stork shower was held at the
Ellen Ludwig, Camden, Seaside
home of Mrs. Evelyn Gifford for Chapter as
chaplain. Priscilla
Mrs. Yolanda Elwell on Friday, Grafton, Thomaston, Grace Chap
May 16. Twenty-two friends and ter as marshal. Faye Stetson,
neighbors gathered there. Several Thomaston, Grace
Chapter as
games were played and delicious organist. Clara Sweetland, Sears
refreshments of sandwiches, cake, mont, Rosewood, Adah. Connie
coffee and tea were servd. Mrs. Johnston, Washington, Fondulac
Elwell received many pretty and Chapter, Ruth. Orianna Hilton,
useful gifts. Several who were un Waldoboro, Wiwurna Chapter, Es
able to attend sent gifts.
ther. Marion Colby, South Thomas-

Nellie Lawton Rockport, Harbor
Light guest candidate. After the
close of meeting delicious refresh
ments were enjoyed by about 12S
members and guests. The soloist of
the evening was Earle Hayes of
Lily of the Valley Chapter, Wind
sor.

APPLETON
The Mildred Stevens Williams
Memorial Library has Joined a book
club—“The Family Book Shelf."
The first four books are now in the
Library, "The Doctor’s Pilgrim
age," "Fifty Years of Christmas,”
"Fruit In His Season" and "The
Longest Way Round.”
Mrs. Joseph Moody, who has
been a patient at Bradbury Me
morial Hospital in Belfast has re
turned home.
Mrs. Raymond Keating, Mrs.
John Chapies and Mrs. John Brook
attended the Smorgasbord in War
ren Saturday night.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Robbins were his mother,
Mrs Laura Robbins and friend of
Portland.
Mr and Mrs Oeorge Buck and
children of Warren were caUers
Saturday at Mr and Mrs Joseph
Moody’s
The Senior Class supper and
play Friday night added about $66
to the class treasury.
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge ob
served Guest Officers' Night Wed
nesday night. Tableaus were by
Mystic Lodge of Warren and the
drill by Bethel of Union. All guest
officers were presented with gifts.
Refreshments were served after the
meeting District Deputy President
Mary Hilton and her Marshal,
Ethel Benner, were among those
present

GLEN COVE
Mrs Annie Collamore fell in her
home recently, and broke her hip.
She is in Knox Hospital for treat
ment.
Astrid Thorwaldsen and Linda
Johnson are shut in with german
measles
Mrs. Rexford Anderson spent the
week-end at her Summer home on
Criehaven.
Mr and Mrs Robert Johnson
went fishing in Alford Lake Satur
day Robert was lucky. He cap
tured an 18 in. salmon. No doubt
daughter Judy helped.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black spent
Sunday in Friendship.

NO MONEY DOWN/

4

USE OUR

FAMOUS

METER PLAN

GET YOUR

BEAUTIFUL NEW

REFRIGERATOR NOW!
HOLDS MORE FOOD
TAKES LESS SPACE
ALL SAFE COLD
TOP TO BASE!

HOME DEMONSTRATORS

________________________________ 43 tf I
POUR-Room

unfurnished

Apt.,

New England’s largest home demonstration supplier desires
expansion into Rockland Area. We carry a fine line of necessary
small housewares. Over 100 items in the line in addition to
premiums to help you to do business. Have good coverage in
parts of Maine but need representation in Rockland area. If
you are interested in running home demonstrations and can
work without supervision write to our home office below and
an interview will be arranged from either our Boston or Ban
gor Branch Office. This is a fine opportunity for profitable part
time work if you are qualified and can follow instructions.

I

to let; private bath; heated, hot
and cold water included; also tworoom furnished Apt., lights, heat
ed, hot and cold water included; i
bath. Inquire MRS. MAYO, 14
Elm St.
38tf
HEATED m<i unheated furnished
Apts to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
Park 8t
Tels. 8060 or 1234.
ltf

SANDING Machine and polisher
to let Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
OO, 440 Main SL
ltf

T
2

A & A DISTRIBUTION CO.
433 WASHINGTON ST.

WEYMOUTH 88, MASS.

DON’T DELAY - ACT TODAY!

BITLER GAR and HOME SUPPLY
470 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 677

ROCKLAND, MAINE

narmr
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ter Memorial Day. There will
box lunch at noon.

be gay balloons until one little miss

was heard to say to her mother,
Mrs.
Wyvern
Winslow
and “where is the ice cream?"
daughter Kristine were guests last
The group formed a line and
week of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas marched into the dining room,!
Armstrong at Belmont, Mass.
where Mrs. Oharles Chilles and

VINA1HAVEN
MRS AUJB LAMS
Correspondent
Telephone M

HUSSEY CHARGES SMEAR TACTICS

Elmer Goff Union Legion Post Commander

Gubernatorial Candidate From Augusta

Mrs Mary Warren has returned
Joseph Nelson, JB Roberts. Rev. from a visit with her daughter and
W. 8. Stackhouse, Mrs. F. M. White, son-in-law Mr. and Mra. Theron
Mrs. Jessie Mossman, Gerald Moss- Smith at Worcester, Mass.
man and Billy Palazola visited at
Star Club Meets

Mrs. George Geary sat at the head
of the table honored guests of J
Marilyn. Douglas Rosen was the
gay Beau Brummell with his Scotch
bow tie, red corduroy coat and
Rockland Thursday
The Star Club met Friday after gray slacks, Cynthia Conway with
Mrs. Lottie Polk and son Ken noon at the home of Mrs. Gracie I her 8ilver curU 8nd b« Wue e?es
neth have returned from Compton, Lawry. The afternoon was devoted
becomingly gowned in a rufCalif., where they passed the Win to sewing ter the quilt project of fled blue dress' Sandra Web6t<‘r in
ter and where Mrs. Polks daugh- the Club. Refreshments of cookies her chic blue dress Wlth plaid pet
ter Mrs Dorothy Andrade resides. and punch was served by the host ticoat, Ruth Ann Bennette in dark
blue taffeta very swish, Tamara
.Mrs. Polk also visited her daughter , ega
Hopkins with sandals the envy of
wMrs Thelma Gordon at Santa
The Melines Honored
each and every girl there, Lucy Dy
Barbara, Calif., and Mrs. Ethel
Mr. and Mrs. Slgard Mellne who er with her apple blossom complecCurrier at Paramount, Calif. En
route home she and her son Ken are planning to leave June 4 for an tion complimented by a ruffled
neth visited Walter Polk at South airplane trip to visit relatives were pink taffeta, June Bennett with
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Charlesi| honor 8Uests 8t 8 *°in« away party her lovely long curls in a smart blue
Polk at Rockport and Mr. and Mrs given Friday night at Camp “Dun plaid, Linda Johnson in aqua
Lookin'' by Mrs. J. F. Headley and pique, when seated around the taThomas Polk at Rockland.
(hoiMrs. Ivan Calderwood. The party . ,
J. H. Roberts returned Saturday
8
was a complete surprise to Mr. and a very pleasingy picture.
J
from Portland where he attended a
Mrs. Meline and much enjoyed by
The table had a centerpiece of a 1
meeting of the Scottish Rites.
them. Mrs. Meline was presented miniature garden, donkey cart full
Midshipman Charles Doughty of
with a corsage of silver dollars ar of candy, tiny wheelbarrows water
the Maritime Acadamy at Castine
tistically arranged by Mrs. Camer ing pots, rakes and hoes not to for
passed the weekend here with his
on Rae. Lunch was served and a get the two birthday cakes with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
neighborly social evening happily their roses and candles made by her
Doughty.
passed. Invited guests were Mr. and mother and grandmother. The in
Mrs. Burton Dyer and little
Mrs. Albert Carver, Dr and Mrs. dividual birthday cakes with light
daughter Vickie were visitors at
Cameron Rae, Mr. and Mrs. Morgan ed candles at each place and a gay
^Rockland Saturday.
Sutcliffe, Mr. and Mrs. Herman basket of goodies.
Aubrey Delano returned Satur
Holbrook and son Kenneth, Mr.
It was truly a garden of lovely
day from a visit with relatives at
and Mrs Byron Thomas, Mr. and little faces and very fitting that
Worcester, Mass
I Mrs. Curtis Webster, Mrs. Ada “Margie" as all the children lov
All persons Interested are asked
Joyce, Miss Alice Reese, Miss Fay ingly call Mrs. Chllles should at
to meet at the American Legion
Coburn, Mrs. Tena Christie, Alec last alt down and eat birthday cake
Home Thursday May 22 at 10 a. m
Christie, J. F. Headley and Ivan someone else had made when for
for the purpose of making wreaths
Calderwood.
three generations she has been
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Alley and the maker and giver.
HAVE YOUR
daughter Marcia, son Raymond Jr.,
returned Saturday from Worcester,
Vinalhaven Lions
Mass., where they were guests of
Mrs. Alley's mother Mrs. Theron
Smith.
New Officers Installed On

warf"*.
T,

Installed

Birthday Honored

by
Burpee
Furniture

Marilyn Gay Johnson celebrated
her fourth birthday at the Down
I Easter Inn, home of her grand
mother, Mrs. Vera Johnson,
i Marilyn in her yellow organdy
dress was a charming little hostess
j meeting each guest at the door
j eagerly
reaching for the gift
wrapped package saying “Happy
j Birthday to me.”
j The time was happily passed with

Co.
361 Main St.
Rockland,
Maine
TEL. 1520
55-T&S-84

Ladies’ Night By Dist.
Gov. Earl Conant
The Vinalhaven Lions Club ob
served Ladies Night in Union
Church vestry Thursday night, in
conjunction with the installation
of officers for the coming year and
an official visit by District Gover
nor Earl Conant of Oakland.
The Church Circle, under the
direction of Mrs. Gracie Lawry,

Refutes Charges and Predicts That
Opposition Will Offer Still More
City Council Chairman Carl M.
Stilphen of Rockland, leader in the
campaign in the Coastal Area to
place Leroy F Hussey of Augusta
as the Republican nominee for gov
ernor released the following open
letter from Mr. Hussey to the voters
this morning.
In the letter, Mr. Hussey refutes
any connection with the Zahn case,
while he does refer to lt by name,
and notes that the attorney gen
eral has cleared him completely.
He further predicts that the
_
timer Goff, Union Common merchant was installed last night as commander of Storer-C'ollins-Hard- smear campaign, so called, will be
ing Post American Legion. Installation ceremonies were carried out by Past Commander Howard Kenniston continued and may be expected to
of Winslow- Holbrook-Merritt Post of Rockland and Commander Tolaf Conradson of the same post. Parti- reach its peak ih the closing weeks
cipating in the ceremonies in the post's new hall were, left to right. Retiring Commander Alfred Niskala, j of the campaign leading to the
se<'OIU* v*ce commander Carl Spear, Howard Kenniston, the installing officer; Commander Goff, Tolaf i June 16 statewide primaries.
Conradson, installing sergrant-at-arms. and first vice commander David Carroll. Other post officers are:
Mr. Hussey’s letter is below:
Rev. John Baxter, adjutant; Willard Howard, finance officer; Walter Rich, historian; John lloward. chap
“To My Campaign Supporters:—
lain; Harlan Prescott, sergeant-at-arms and Robert Heald, service officer.
Since the first of the year, I have
attempted through the various
prepared a ham supper which was ing the work of repairs,
SEARSMONT
means of public communication to
enjoyed by about 40 Lions and La- i The District Governor dwelt at
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Goebel of present to the people of Maine a
dies Following the supper a brief
consideraole length on the past
period of group singing, led by record of the International Lions, Portsmouth are spending a few sound campaign of progress, based
upon my 30 years of business and
Lion O. V. Drew, was held, and emphasizing his remarks with con days at their home here.
Mrs Vivian Stone, her daughter governmental experience.
then District Governor Conant pro- crete examples of the work of Li
ceded with the Installation of onism, from the small beginning of and husband Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Events of the past several weeks,
officers as follows: King Lion, Alec the Warren Lions Club who spon McOarthy and their son John were however, seem to have brought to a
Hood; First vice president, Harry sored the purchase of a wheel chair week-end guests of her parents Mr. climax a vicious, undercover smear
oampangn against me personally
Young; second vice president, How as their first project to the almost and Mrs. Walter Aldus.
ard MacFarland; secretary, Charles superhuman task of the Sheet Har
Mr and Mrs. John Koeberg have and against my candidacy for the
C. Webster, treasurer, Leon W. bor, N. S., Club that underwrote sold their home here arid moved Republican nomination for gov
ernor.
Sanborn; tall twister, Ivan Calder the oullding of a $100,000 hospital. to Monmouth.
Many of you have reported to me
wood; lion tamer, Clarence Ben
The
Misses
Nellie
Davis
and
Eda
and to others that you have heard
He also spoke feelingly of the
nett; directors for two years, Jo
formation of a Club, and its won Lawry of Friendship were visitors smear allegations of every sort,
seph Headley and C. B. Williams;
derful work among the lepers of the at the home of their cousin, Mrs. none of them, as you well know,
difectors for one year. Clyde
having the slightest foundation in
leper colony on the Island of Mo E. H. Marriner Friday.
Bickford and O. V. Drew. King Lion
The local health officers of Dis fact. In one or two particular sec
lokai in the Hawaiian Islands. Dis
Hood announced that his commit
trict Governor Conant was accom trict No. 3, with several of the tions of the State, these unethical
tee appointments would be made
panied by Mrs. Conant and was State Department of Health from tactics seem to have been promoted
later.
the guest of Lion Charles Webster Augusta held a meeting in Houlton more vigorously than in others and
Business pertaining to the spon during his stay ln Vinalhaven. Grange Hall May 14 with 24 pre therefore have been more noticeable
soring of a meeting at which letter Other guests in addition to the sent. A dinner was served by the to us.
awards to the members of the High wives of Lion members were Mr. ladies of Victor Orange.
I can state that my record in pub
School basketball teams would be and Mrs. Charles V. Shields of
Mrs Katherine Wade, Mrs. Eve lic, business and private life is
made was discussed and a date set. Vinalhaven.
above reproach and is open for all
lyn Bradley and Mrs. Madeline
Lion Leon Sanborn is chairman ot
to see. No man or woman can al
Huntington visited their aunt Mrs.
that committee. The matter of re
The farmers prosperity depends Ada Howard and their cousin Dud lege to the contrary with im
punity. It is against the back
novating the bandstand was also upon the weather and the stock
ley Howard Saturday. On Sunday
ground of such a record of civic and
taken up and a date set for start- exchange gamblers.
they also had for visitors Mr and
personal integrity that you are
Mrs. Raymond Richards, Mrs. Mil helping to present my campaign
dred Richards all of Rockland and
to the people of Maine.
GOOD SUPPLY
Mr. Richards mother, Mrs. Nellie
I want to impress upon all my
MOST SIZES
Richards of Springvale.
supporters that I shall continue to
Check With Us First
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Harriman present my candidacy to the people
BICKNELL MFG. CO.
and Alton Collins visited Mr. and of Maine on a platform of more
PHONE ROCKLAND 360
32-tf Mrs. Dwight Collins in Union Sun progress and prosperity through
day.
industry, through improving our

PIPE

on tap night and day!

educational system, through devel
opment and expansion, through
considerate thought ter our needy
and aged, through better opportuni
ties for our youth and through bet
terment of our public health and
welfare.
At no time will I ever counten
ance retaliatory tactics of the
same low level as have been direct
ed against me, and I sincerely re
quest you to kep the high prin
ciples of our campaign organization
ever before you. We have built our
campaign organization on a firm
and solid foundation of ethical
principles and I am sure that lt
will not be disturbed by rumblings
or disturbances from any source.
We have been warned that in the
closing weeks of this campaign, at
tempts will be made further to link
my name with all sorts of conni
vances and similar activities, which
apparently unscrupulous persons
may try to use for political advant
age. I am supremely confident that
the people of Maine will see such
maneuvers ln their proper light
and will administer a just rebuke
to the promoters of such tactics
at the polls on June 16.
Whatever the facts may prove to
be in the cuiTent case against a
former State official, In which my
name was used, you will note that
the Attorney General has publicly
declared that I personally was not
connected with this case in any
way, shape or manner, which was
w’hat the most searching investi
gation disclosed.
I gratefully commend the mani
fest decency and fairness of the
Attorney General ln correcting any
erroneous impressions which may
have been created by sensational
headlines in which my name, an
innocent third party, was used.
In view of our knowledge of the
existence of the previously men
tioned smear tactics against me, I
urge you to redouble your efforts to
bring our sound platform of progress
to the attention of the people of
Maine, so that, having been fully
informed as to our goals for a pro
gressive and prosperous State, they
will manifest their free choice in
the coming Primary Elections,
June 16.
Very sincerely,
Leroy F. Hussey.”
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that's what a SEPCO
electric water heater
gives you

Suite
of STONE and STEEL

YOU CAN FAY MORI
BUT YOU CAN’T BUY BITTIBl

like a skyscraper-like the Rock of Gibraltar!

gaJf&eiwty

there's nothing more permanent
Only Ford offers you so much car for

NuMOOi.p.
M>gh-Compr«$iion
Mileage M»kei
So

so little. Only Ford in its field gives
you a choice of V-8 or Six. Only

Just the turn of a faucet and an abundance of hot water for every use
in the home! That’s what Sepco gives yob night and day! Year in and
year out.

Ford offers 18 models. And only
Ford of all the low-priced cars lets
you choose from 3 great drives—

What’s more durable than stone? Steel? Nothing that we know of,
and that’s what Sepco electric water heaters are made of—a steel tank
lined with concrete over a half inch thick! As permanent as anj- concrete
and steel bridge, building, etc.

We know of nothing more lasting—or any water heater service that’s
so satisfactory! True, it’s a few dollars more than a galvanized tank, but
it’s worth it in years of rust-free, constant hot water service.
Now is the time to install one!
representative will call.

Let’s talk it over.

Just phone and a

Fordomatic, Overdrive and
Conventional!

CHOICC OF TWO GREAT ENGINES
Whichever powerhouse you pick, the 110-h.p. StrataStar V-8 —most powerful engine in Ford's field—or
the 101-h.p. Mileage Maker Six—newest, most modem
overhead valve Six in the industry—you get the gassavings of Ford's Automatic Power Pilot.

VISIBILITY UNLIMITED!
In the Ford for ’52 you get Full-Circle
Visibility with a huge one-piece curved
windshield, a car-wide rear window and
picture windows all around. Only Ford
has it in the low-price field!

AUTOMATIC RIDE CONTROL

"Test Drive" the

'52 FORD
Only 518’5 down
$7.75 Monthly
Cash *184.95 (plus tax)
ter 50-gallon size

CENTR J

at your Ford Dealer’s!

AINE
’ANY

F.D.A.F.

NEW FORD COACHCRAFT BODIES
They’re longer, stronger for '52 ... with the wide**
choice of body, color and upholstery combination**
the largest luggege locker in the low-price field*

“MAKE SAFE DRIVING A HABIT

CHECK YOUR CAR

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
■

Mow’rKM».p.
High-CompeesiOfi
.Strato-Star
V8

New ride features like a lower center of gravity,
wider front tread, diagonally mounted rear shock
absorbers and tailored-to-weight front springs help
take the bounce out of bumps, the tilt out of tumsl
Fordomatic, Overdrive, white sidewall tires (if available) ond
two-tone color combination illustrated optional at extra cost.
Equipment, accessories and trim subject to change without notice*

CHECK ACCIDENTS.”

32 Park St, Rockland

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
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C. H. S. GRADUATE STATES POSITION

oueiew

THOMASTON
■ and Social Items, Notieea and Advertisement* may be
or telephoned to

MRS. GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET. TEL. 11S-J

Former Camdenite Speaks For Principal
Wood In Letter To Town School Board

I* (&&£ ifaTurt&L

Erik Lundin of Portland, a sen her up.
Mrs Leland Moran has returned
ior at Bowdoin College, presented
a piano recital on the evening of home from the Massachusetts Me
May 18. at the Moulton Union on morial Hospital where she has
ERT SAYS:
the Bowdoin campus. His program been a patient.
"All you lidt mud be reedy for * new danger—fbe Atomic Bomb.
Roger E. Libby F. A. of Bayonne.
ranging in scope from the Middle
You'll know if right eway 'cause it explodes with a flash brighter then
N.
J.,
who
is
on
the
Wasp,
spent
Baroque to the Modern included
the sun; brighter than anything you've ever seen before. Then comes
two sonatas—one of them Beetho the week-end with his parents Mr.
a very big wind that could knock you down. The wind will blow lots of
vens "Pat-hetique.” Lundin also and Mrs. Edgar Libby. He returned
bricks and glass through the air, too. So you must be ready and know
illustrated two aspects of Debussy's Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Libby mo
what to do."
piano style, his two selections by tored as far as Boston with him.
that composer being “Golliwogg’s He will leave today on the Wasp
Cakewalk'' and "Doctor Gradus for the Mediterranean.
ad Pamaseum " Son of Mrs Juliet
Attended Music Festival
J
W Lundin of 41 Main street,
Those from town attending the
Thomaston, he is majoring in Eng music festival at Orono Saturday
lish and is a member of the Music were Mrs. Alcada Desjardins. Mrs.
Club and of Z»ta Psi fraternity. He Ocrtrude Linekin, Mrs. Dorothy
is a Company Commander in the Oeok, Mrs. Anne Donaldson, Mrs.
Bowdoin
Transportation
Corps Beverly Ifemy, Mrs. Irma Cook,
ROTC regiment.
Mrs. Annie Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Mary B. Cullen and Mrs. Forest Stone. Mrs. Ruth Hall, Mrs.
Lewis Hanley R N., have returned Ina Keizer, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
home after spending a few days in Spaulding, Miss Gertrude Hanley,
Mrs. Gwendolyn
Upham, Mrs.
Boston.
Mlss Priscilla Newbert. Ash Point, Thelma Jones. Mrs. Rena Kallack,
OOL CHILDREN released by FCDA
A CIVIL DEF ENSE Sfl
Putnam,
Clyde
was guest of her grandmother Mrs. Virginia
r
Mrs. Minnie Newbert over the Hatch. Miss Gwendolyn Thornton,
... CONTINUED
Miss Ameta Adams, Miss Gwendo
week-end.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Hastings lyn Sawyer. Miss Constance Keyes.
spent a few days at Long Beach, Miss Judy Connon, Miss Sandra
N. Y., guests of Cpl. and Mrs. Stetson and Teddy Stone.
Henry Hastings and son Marstin.
CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. Hastings returned
MRS.
KENNETH HERRICK
Saturday, accompanied by Cpl. and
Correspondent
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Henry Hastings and son
TEL. 2197
Pike's
Remarkable
Address
Before
Ser

MRS.
NANCY
I.
COMPTON
Maretin. Mrs. Hastings and son
Correspondent
will remain here for the Summer
Tel. Camden 2050
vicemen—May Use A-Bomb As
The YMCA. ladies’ bowling
and Cpl. Hastings returned Mon
league will hold its annual dinner
day to Mitchell Air Force Base.
"Trigger" to H-Bomb
at the Hotel Rocklar.3, Tuesday at
Mrs. Grace Brcwn is a patient
Pfc. A 1/c Richard N. Stone of
7 p. m. All substitute bowlers are
Sheppard Air Force Base Wichata at the St. Lukes Convalescent
Falls, Texas is spending a 25-day Home Roxbury street, Roxbury, i Continued from Saturday's Issue> to allow the pilot to escape from invited.
The Woman's Society for Chris
leave with his parents, Mr. and Mass.
tian Service will hold their annual
Recently a test was made on lo the scene of the explosion.
Mrs. Doris Wadsworth visited her
Mrs. Dana Stone. On his return he
The scientist, Dr. Fuches, com Apron Party in the Monument
husband, Parker, in Boston this tus seeds, imported from China.
will be sent to the Far East.
pleted plans for an H-bomb, and Square Methodist Church vestry
These seeds were reported to be
Frederick Henry has been ap week-end.
applied for a patent recently, while Wednesday at 7.30 p. m There will
A
3c
Louis
Leach
and
Mrs.
Leach
12.090
years
old.
and
they
germi

pointed sexton of the village cem
in the United States. It Ls believed be an entertainment and refresh
of Belleville. Ill., are spending a , nated when planted. Samples from
etery.
I
that he also gave this informa
There will be special E. A. of Or furlough with his parents in Rock- ■ the original lot were checked for tion to Russia at the same time ments will be served. Members
bring in their aprons.
land
and
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
i
age
in
a
laboratory
by
means
of
ient Lodge AF.A.M. tonight at
by a fast courier. Dr. Fuches was
Mr. and Mrs. James Stanley of
John Sullivan. Following his fur- I the atomic yardstick. It was proved
7.30 with refreshments after.
lough. Leach will report for assign- ! beyond a doubt, that the seeds were described as being a "stinker.” He Foxboro, Mass., were week-end 1
Leon Davis of Monhegan has
is now serving life imprisonment in
1200 years old, not 12.000 years old. England for giving Russia secret guests of Capt. and Mrs. William
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles ment in the Far Bast.
Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Compton and In addition to proving that the
1
Starrett.
information on the A-bomb.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
daughter Susan were in Portland seeds were actually 1200 years old,
The Friendly Circle meets tonight
When questioned about the Ger hold a rehearsal Wednesday eve j
over the weekend to visit Harry's the remarkable fact was established
with Mrs. Betty Shesler.
man progress with an H-bomb, at ning at 7 p. m. All members are
brother, who just returned from that, seeds of that age would
The Ladies Circle will meet
the beginning of World War II, urged to attend.
Korea.
germinate.
Mr. Pike stated that they took the
Wednesday 2 p. m. at the Baptist
The Ladies’ Circle of the Chest
Mrs. Lucille Hall was honored
Experiments are being conducted wrong road and didn’t accomplish
vestry followed by the regular six
nut Street Baptist Church will meet
at a surprise stork shower Thursday to adapt atomic sterilization as a
anything with their experiments. Wednesday afternoon at 2 p. m
o’clock supper. The supper com
evening given by members of the means of preservation of processed
This group of top scientists fell
mittee were Mrs. John Fitzpatrick,
Honored on Tenth Birthday
Wesleyan Guild at the home of | and canned foods, including "sar
into the hands of the Russians
Mrs. Vera Robinson. Miss Frances Mrs. Beatrice Richards.
Beth Ann Smart, daughter of Mr.
dines’’ This program may be when they captured that part of
Shaw and Mrs. Gladys Condon.
Next meeting of the Wesleyan! worked out eventually but it is a
and Mrs. Orren Srart. entertained
Germany at the end of the war.
Star Circle meets Wednesday : Guild will be held May 28 at the ,
at her home in honor of her tenth
very dlifflcult problem.
Russia
gained
many
experts
on
night at 7.30 with Mrs. Adelle Roes church. Tlie members plan to | Atomic energy for commercial
birthday. Friday afternoon. Taibles
submarines
and
guided
missiles
Elm street.
clean the church. Hostesses for the use in power, lighting and heat
decorated in pink, blue and white
Mrs. Ida
Prescott, Thatcher evening will be Mrs. Hazel Mars is now a possibility, but ratheT ex from Germany, but nothing on were set on the porch, where re
A-bombs
or
H-bombs.
street, is convalescing from her re ton, Mrs. Bernice Farrow and Mrs. pensive process. Present methods
freshments of sandwiches, punch,
A question was tsked concerning
cent illness, and all the cards and Helena Kenney.
would require a charge of 18 cents the danger of an atomic bomb ice cream and cake were served. Fa
tokens she has received from her
Pfc. William Carleton, Jr., is j per kilowatt hour as compared with
vors were pink and white nut cups
many friends have surely cheered spending a 25-day furlough with our present rate in Rockland which cloud, ordinarily, and in good filled with candies. Those present
weather, this cloud
dissipates
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William ranges from two cents to eight
were Glenna Rollins, sheila Rich
without damage. A heavy rainfall
Carleton. Mr. Carlton graduated cents per kilowatt hour, depend
ards, Alice Roper, Mary Jane
immediately after the cloud forms,
May 9 from Radio Operators' ing on the quantity used.
Hammill, Shelby Perry, Betsy
could bring radioactive particle*
School. He will report to Camp
Until cheaper methods are dis to the ground. A storm could Crockett. Ruth Vaillar.court, Cinda
Kilmer, N. J., for assignment in covered' for processing atomic en
Weare, Bethany Brown, Polly
! spread these particles over a wide
Every Tuesday Night
Germany.
ergy on a large scale, the United ' area. During atomic bomb experi Parker and Linda Haining. Those
Mrs. Frank O. Allenwood
States will continue ta use power ments, the weather forecast is inveited, but unable to attend, were
Minimum Prize $2.50
Mrs. Georgia A. Allenwood, 81, from coal and oilbuming steam- studied carefully before setting off Thelma Wooster and Jacqueline
SPECIAL GAMES
Chapin. Games were enjoyed and
wife of Frank O. Allenwood died i electric plants and hydro-electric an atomic blast.
Two Cents a Card.
Beth Ann received many lovely
Friday at her home on Grove street. plants.
Mr. Pike is one of the most bril
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
During a question period it was liant speakers ever to appear in gifts.
She was born here Nov. 14. 1870.
NO. 37
daughter of Elihu and Hattie Clark stated that the H-bomb is still in Rockland. His talk was highly ap
Chadavae Club
Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building
its infancy. When, and “if” we
Churchill.
The Chadavae Club will meet at
preciated and enjoyed by all pres
She is survived, besides her hus perfect the H-bomb, it will prob ent. The entire State of Maine
band, by a daughter, Mrs. Marion ably be necessary to use an A-bomb should be very proud of him.
to Maine, but he withdrew in favor
Trull. Georgetown. Mass., a brother as a trigger. It is also a much
Mr. Pike visited the Holmes of Governor Payne.
William Churchill, Rockport; three ] harder bomb to handle, unless used Packing Company during the aft
(Lt. Com.) Jasper D. Akers.
grandchildren and five gTeat grand by a "kamikaze” pilot. It is pos ernoon, in the interest of his
sible that a mechanical delaying
children.
brother. He was entertained by
Funeral services were held Mon action, such as a parachute for the the plant manager, Kermit J. St.
day from the Gilbert C. Laite Fu bomb, may be developed in order
Peter, until his departure for Lubec, The Camden High School
neral Home. Rev. Carl Small offi
Junior Class presents its
via the 5 p. m. train.
ciating. Interment will be at Hill
Mt. Pike considered running for
Annual
side Cemetery, Belmont.
the U. S Senate when he returned
Junior
Prom
Kindness has converted moreI
'**»♦»**♦**»»*»»***♦************
Open to the General Public
sinners than sermons.

&
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AUTHORITY ON A BOMB

GAME PARTY

O.PS. cardboard signs now
available at The Courier-Gazette
office—four for 50 cents. Get them
ln the front office.
tf ,

Camden

Theatre

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
MAY 20-21
A Motion Picture That Walks
Right Into Your Heart
Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady,
Thelma Ritter in

“MODEL AND THE
MARRIAGE BROKER”

SUMMER
SCHOOL
COURSES:

In all kinds of weather,
despite the hardest kind
of hard wear, tough
Du Pont Porch & Floor
Enamel stands up and
fights back! Try it on all
your floors . . . wood or
concrete, indoors or out.
Choose from
yz
twelve beauti- r • °
ful, modern

“LAS VEGAS STORY”
"WORLD OF SPORTS”
•BROKERS’ FOLLIES”

QUAnT
And Pay as Little as

colors.

June 16 to Aug. 1

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
MAY 21-22

Rockland School

Shelley Winters. Gary Merrill
Michael Rennie. Bette Davis.
Keenan Wynn, Evelyn Varden

of Commerce
TEL. 148

245 MAIN ST.
61-T-64

Semi-Formal

Music by THE MARINERS

TUESDAY
AND
WEDNESDAY

—KCGH—

Twenty-three applications have
been received for the Orthopedic
Institute to be held from 9-5 on
Thursday, May 22, at the Bok
Nurses' Home.
for
registered
nurses.
—KCOH—

Miss Frances Ginsberg. R.N. consultant in operating room supervision, through the B-K B.U. Re
gional Service program visited
Knox Hospital Thursday with Miss
Winifred Kelly, R.N.
—KCGH—

Miss Barbara Connor, consultant,
dietitian, through the B-K-B, Uni
versity program conducted a "Dia
betic Clinic” for a group of pa
tients, who had been referred
through their physicians, Thursday
forenoon in the Nurses’ Home.

cc

the Baptist Church vestry Wednes
day evening, at which time a spe
cial emergency feeding supper will
be served the members, under the
direction of Mrs. Winnifred Meservry and Mrs. Minnie Moody. Leroy
McClnskey, county chairman of the
Civil Delense will bc guest speaker.
Allen Torrey, town manager, and
George II. Thomas, local chairman
of Civil Defense will also be spe
cial guests.
John T. Hughes
John Thomas Hughes, 64. of 83
Elm street, died Saturday. Mr.
Hughes was bom at Lewiston, Oct.
24. 1887, son of John and Julia Bar
rett Hughes. He was a prominent
woolen manufacturer and owned
and operated Hughes Woolen Mill
the past 25 years. Mr Hughes was
a Fourth Degree member of thc
Knights of Columbus and a mem
ber of the Rotary Club. Surviving
are his widow, Mrs. Evelyn Wardwell Hughes; a daughter, Mrs John
McAuliffe, Camden; and a brother,
Peter Hughes, Meredith, N. H.; and
four grandchildren. Funeral serv
ices will be held at 9 a m. Tues
day from Our Lady of Good Hope
Church, with interment in Moun
tain View Cemetery.

STtiMD

------ Z~l

j Mrs. Nathalie Hahn, Thomaston;
I Mrs. Gloria Howard. Thomaston;
George E. Eaton. Friendship; Mas
ter William Joseph Brazier, Rock
land; Nancy Ellen Palmer, Rock
land; Baby Girl Sallinen. Cushing;
Mrs. Shirey Phelps, Rockland; Mrs.
Mary E. Singer, Tenant’s Harbor;
Mrs. Emma Kinney, Rockland; Mrs.
Mary Margaret Batty, Spruce Head;
Fred Derby. Rockland; Mrs. Helen
Phillips, Rockland; Mrs. Lillian
Nelson: Neil Kinney, Rockland;
Mrs. Mary E. Byrne, Rockand:
William Henry Lawry. Vinalhaven;
Mrs. Isabelle Statson, Warren; Mrs.
Gladys
Littlehale,
Thomaston;
Martin Graves. Rockland; Mrs.
Mary Keen, Tenant’s Harbor;
Pauline Long, Rockland; Mrs. Eve
lyn Wadsworth. Cushing; Miss
Jeanene Spaulding, Thomaston;
Mrs. Myra Richards. Friendship and
Bernard L Young. Thomaston.

TUESDAY
AND
WEDNESDAY

—KCOH—

DLscharges

The Charm of an Individualized New Hair-Do. See how it
highlights your personality,
your way of living . . . esespecially flatters your facial
contours. Come in today.

I
i
'
|

visit our shop where satisfac
I

Permanents, $5. to $15. i
GILBERT'S
BEAUTY SALON '
Helen Oidis Knight, Prop.
TEL. 142

375 MAIN ST.

For expert grooming service,

tion comes first.

KNIGHT'S

BARBER SHOP
Roger Knight, Prop.

ROCKLAND 477 MAIN ST.

DOUBLE FEATURE: 1.30-6.30-8.00
M4W VV/7H /D£4S
...and Such ideas; ■ ’

PR/M/r/VF! PASSIONATE!
Savage scenes never
before unfolded!

Iw
THE

TUESD.AY-WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

PRIVATE

You Have Waited 3 YEARS To See
JANE RUSSELL in “THE OUTLAW”

GLENN FORD

Plus Your Favorite Comic Strip Heroes—
“Corky of Gasoline Alley” with Scotty Becket

— also —

IN SUPERCINECOLR! with JON HALL

“WHEN THE REDSKINS RODE”
MAINES

MOST

MODEDM

/MOHS N/SHTl! fQQM

ODIVS-IX,

OUSH 'T>L U/Ot/Tf

LIVES OF

RUTH ROMAN

PUBLIC

DENISE DARCEL

ENEMIES
UlLUUtO

GILBERT

JOHN

"young man
with ideas"

MARSHALL

MITCHELL • ROLAND • BEAL • THOMPSON

Also—SHORTS - CARTOONS - NEWS
THURSDAY—Alan

Ladd “RED MOIJNTAIN”

ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

The warm, wonderful story of the prison psychologist
who went “inside” to test the most astonishing men
you ever met—in or out of any jail . . .

zj s

“BOOTS MALONE”

BITLER CAR
HOME SUPPLY
w 47# Main St
GOOD >11 AM
P Rockland. Me.
TeL <77

Batty, Spruce Head; Neil Kenney,
Rockland; Mrs. Mary Keen, Tenant’s Harbor; Mrs. Evelyn Wads
worth, Cushing; George Counce,
Friendship;
Marvin
Snowdeal,
Rockland; Ervin Wooster, Rock
land, Mrs. Olive Malburg, Rockland;
Mrs. Helen Phillips, Raekland; Wil
liam Hlenry Lawry, Vinalhaven;
Miss Jeanene Spaulding, Thom
aston; Mrs. Irene Durbala. PortClyde;
Edwin Howard, War
ren; Donald Russell, Rockland;
Mrs. Gladys Littlchale. Thomaston;
Alton D. Wincapaw. Glen Cove;
Mrs. Etta French, Dorchester,
Mass.; Mrs. Evelyn Smalley, St
George; Mrs. Rose Marie Farrell.
Thomaston; Mrs. Margaret E
Knowlton. Rockland; Charles H
Berry. Thomaston; Mabel T Mc
Mahon, Rockland; John Sar.som,
Rockland; Mrs. Marion Polk, Rock
land.

Now! Direct Plane Service from
Rockland! Connecting flights with
—KCGH—
Mrs. Dorothy C. Morse Tenant's all leading Airlines. Rockland Tra
Admittanres
Mrs. Doris Carter, Rockland: Mrs. vel Bureau, Tel. 563-R for reserva
Master William Joseph Brazier, Florence Butler, Thomaston; Mrs tions and information.
4-T-tf
Rockland: Nancy Ellen Palmer, Laura C. Cummings, Rockland;
Rockland; Mrs. Margaret Mary Mrs. Henry S. Mills, Thomaston Advertise In The Courier-Gazette

DRIVE-IN
-------- <
'TV &P &

A

;

PURPOSE

Price 60c. tax inc.

—KCOH—

IMrs. Margaret H. Robbins, 85
Oliver street, Rockland, has been
doing clerical work, as a volunteer
in the Record Room for a period cf
two weeks. Mrs Mildred Calder,
record clerk, began her vacation
Saturday, May 17.

ROCKLAN D

APT* DOWN PAYNUMI

TEL, 20

THOMASTON, MAINE

EVERY

Camden High Gymnasium

—KCOH—

Miss Jacqueline Blethen, R.N.,
operating room supervisor, left for
a week's vacation May 11.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
A KID WHO LEFT HOME
A MAN WHO NEVER HAD ONE—
Bill Holden and Johnny Stewart in

HARDWARE CO.

FOB

“PHONE CALL
FROM A STRANGER"

FRIDAY, MAY 23

From 8.30 P. M. to 12.30 at the

—KCGH—

Numerous committees were ap
pointed at the Central District
Nurses’ Meeting in Rockland, at
the Bok Nurses Home. May 14. The
Maine RN committee chairman was
Mrs Myra E. Graves, R.N.; and
Mrs. Margaret Gutoske. R.N.

Cllllkll fittllll preuatl
I Stull! Iiisk Cuiiif

STUDLEY
MAIN ST„

TODAY ONLY, MAY 20
Stewart Granger, Pier Angell
George Sanders in
“THE LIGHT TOUCH”

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
Call or Write For Full Details

tfnrtttr

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NO W

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

1. Intensive 3-Week
Typing
2. Beginning Accounting
3. SPEEDWRITING

THURSDAY-FRIDAY
MAY 22-23
The Game They Play is More
Dangerous Than Sin:
Jane Russell. Victor Mature
Vincent Price in

WALDO THEATRE

The Maine State Nurses’ Asso
ciation will meet June 2. at Lakeview Country Club. Houlton. Sec
tion meetings will be held from
10 a m. to 12.30 noon. Luncheon
meeting guest speaker will be Mrs.
Dorothy Hinckley. Assistant Execu
tive Secretary of American Nurses'
Association.
A general session will be held in
the afternoon beginning at 2.30
p. m. Reservations for the lunoheon mast be sent to Miss Kather
ine Donley. Box 630, Houlton, by
May 82d.

Howard Dearborn, chairman of when no reason is given for such
the Citizens’ Committee at Camden a request Surely there must be
some grave misunderstanding which
which seeks thc reinstatement of
can be cleared up.
Camden High Principal Carleton
In my own case (and many other
P. Wood, submits the following let C. H. S. graduates will agree) I
ter relative to the subject from feel that my education in Camden ,
High was a more enriching experi- ▼
a former graduate.
In voting last week In a special ence because I was a student of
town meeting 578 ballots were cast Mr. Wood’s. It is a valuable asset
for an article proposing a charter to a school to have a principal
change permitting a new School such as Mr. Wood, whom the stu
Board structure. A total of 184 dents can look up to as a man
citizens voted against the measure having high ideals, a deep spirit
Dearborn stated last week that of service, and a kindly and under
the ballots cast represented 76 per-'' standing nature.
A major problem in education
cent of the legal voters In the com
munity. H? also observed that the today is how to attract and keep
vote was heavier than at the last capable and high-principled men
and women in the teaching and
town meeting.
school administration professions.
"99 E. Frambes Ave.
Incidents like this constitute one
Columbus 1. Ohio
of the factors which deter many
April 10, 1952.
qualified people from the teaching
To the School Board,
profession. Therefore I beg of you
Town of Camden, Maine.
that you reconsider your request £
Dear Sirs:
It was with deep concern that I for resignation, not only because it
injustice
heard that Principal Wood has represents a serious
been requested to resign. I simply against a fine person like Mr.
cannot understand why such a re Wood, but also because lt is detri
quest would be made. It Is un mental to the best Interests of the
thinkable that a man of his high teaching profession as a whole.
integrity and with his devotion to
Yours truly,
duty and sincere interest in the
Philip W. Pendleton.
(Graduate of C. H. S. in 1939:
welfare of his students should be
requested to resign after so many now attending graduate school at
years of capable service, especially Ohio State University).”

today—“AFRICAN

QUEEN”

U

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette,
76th Milestone

A Double Shower

ford. Conn., will provide two groups
at the Thursday night concert. The
first will include "Rhapsody in
E Flat;" "Romance in P;’’ and
"Caprlccio in B Minor," all by
Brahms, and for his second group,
will play, “Ballade in A Flat,” by
Chopin; “La Danse De Puck," and
"Minstrels" by DeBussy.
The Village Singers will present
the following for the opening group
"The Heavens Are Telling;" “Ves
per Hymn” and "Hallelujah Cho
rus” by Beethoven; and for the
second group, "Lullaby and Good
Nignt.” "The Mountains are Cold"
and "The Bridegroom" by Brahms.
Following intermission, the num
bers by the Singers will be "The
Rocket" by Harris; “A Bed Time
Song” by Nevin; and "Chinese
Flower Fete" by Cadman, for the
first group and for the second.
Sweet and Low” by Bamby, “The
Whistling Girl,” arranged by L. W
Maney; "Men" by Hopper and
"Greeting to Spring" by Straus.
A collection will be taken during
intermission.

Second Birthday Of 8-40 Observed

Mrs. William Butler and
Mrs. Harold Wall Honored
With a Stork Function
Mrs Annie Collamore is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Brewer
are residing at their cottage on the
Crescent Beach road, Owl’s Head.
The telephone number is 463-M3.

rMrs E. Carl Moran has returned
home from the Maine General Hos
pital in Portland 'where she has
been a medical patient.

Mrs. Donald Farrand has re
turned from Newton, Mass., after
spending two weeks with her
daughter and son-in-law., Mr. and
Mrs. Richard B Young.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Buswell
were guests Thursday and Friday
at the Eastland Hotel in Portland
while Mr. Buswell attended the
Maine Consistory of Scottish Rites.
Mrs. Norina Philbrook was host
ess to the F.E.W. Class of the First
Baptist Church Thursday night at
her home at 15 Dunton avenue with
Mrs. Gloria Spinney and Miss Ce
lia Herrick hostesses. The evening
was devoted to Bible study led by
AJrs Agnes Young. Refreshments
Mere served by the hostesses. Oth
ers attending were: Mrs. Mae Phil
brook, Mrs. Joyce Ross, Mrs.
Gladys Tolman, Mrs. Madeline
Shaw and Mrs. Helen Fogarty,

The Albert H. Newbert Associa
tion met Friday night writh 27
members present.
Supper was
served by Mrs. Allan Borgerson,
assisted by Mrs. George Bean,
Mrs. Golden Munro and Mrs. Ern
est Buswell. Present were: Mr.
and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mr. and
Mrs. George W Bean, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Maxey, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. George
St. Clair, Mr. and Mrs. Allan Bor
gerson, Mr. and Mrs. George Gay,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Seavey, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Buswell, Mr. and Mrs.
Winfield Chatto, Mrs. Hattie Da
vies. Mrs. Nellie Dow. Mrs. Golden
Munro, Mts. Carolyn Stewart.
Mrs. Leroy Chatto, Mrs. Neil No
vicka and Mrs. Millie Thomas The
next
meeting
will
be
on
June 6 with Mrs. Paul Seavey
in charge of the supper, assisted
by Mrs. Winfield Chatto. Mrs. Le
roy Chatto and Mrs. Golden Munro.
V. ’S. WASHABLE KEDETTES

SUMMER CASUALS
AAA to B

$1.95 to $8.95
W

Mrs William Butler of this City
and Mrs Harold.Hall of Rockport
were honored at a surprise double
stork shower Saturday night given
by Mrs. George rfall at her home,
517 Old County road.
Mrs. Roland Marriner of Camden
was in charge of the decorations
which were in yellow and white.
Bouquets of yellow jonquils were
used throughout the rooms. The
many gifts were piled on a table
over which an umbrella decorated
in yellow and white was suspended
with ribbons extending to each
gift. The punch bowl in the cen
ter of the serving table was flanked
by tall yellow tapers.
Guests were: Mrs. Arthur Turner.
Mrs. Emerson Snowdeal and Mrs.
Charlton Daucette. Rockport Mrs.
Francis MacDonald, Portsmouth,
N. H., Mrs. Edith Freytag, Mrs.
Robert Cain and Mrs. Roland Mar
riner, Camden, Miss Annie Black
ington, Mrs. William Graves, Mrs.
Kenneth Carroll, Mrs. Alden Perry,
and Mrs. Richard French, Rock
land, Miss Esther Hall, Mrs. Vesper
Hall and Misses Gladys, Mary and
Josephine Tolman, Rockville.

Mr. and Mrs. Leon J. White of
Long Beach, Calif., are visiting
their former home in this city,
after 13 years' absence. They
made the trans-Oontinental flight,
coming to Rockland, and when they
leave ’ next Monday will travel in
the same manner. Mr. White is in
the jewelry business in California,
and never tires of telling about
California’s marvelous growth.

QUALITY SHOE SHOP

310 Main St. Tel. 593-M Rockland
,
61-63

Mi-s. Vesta Stewart returned to
Levi Keizer celebrated his 76th
her home at Owl’s Head Saturday
birthday. May 12, at his home on
after being the guest for a week of
Mrs. Ochca Sidensparker in Port Dexter street. A lobster stew sup
per was served' in the evening.
land.
Those present were: R H. Gilley,
Mrs. Grace Fish, Stanley ave Oliver Holden, Grant Davis, Thad
nue, had as week-end guest, her Grotton, Everett Mason, Hank
cousin Mrs. Helen D. Edmunds of Snowman, Ken Wilson, Walter
Franklin, N. H.
Ellis,
Kenneth Feyler, Sr.. Mason John
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Harden son, Henry Benner, Arthur Luther.
and sons Ricky and Donald, Mr. Lee
Mason, F. R.
Thomp
and Mrs. Frederick Cates and son, A. P. Snowman, Fran
Mrs. Everett Gross motored to Dan cis Cayton, Clarence Raye,
ville Sunday for a family reunion
Edmond Bodman. Kenneth Feyat the home of Mr. Cates’ sister ler, Jr.. Everett Wall, E. McClus
WALDOBORO
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. key, Edwin Keizer. Clayton Keizer
MRS RENA CROWELL
Ernest Redmun. The affair was and Baldy Keizer.
Correspondent
a get-together honoring another
Alter supper, the group played
Telephone 250
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and Cards until midnight.
Mrs E. A Vezina who are leav
Mr. Keizer received many gifts
ing Danville soon to make their which he deeply appreciated.
Stephen Riley who recently has
home at Island Heights, N. J.
been appointed city editor of the
Home. A delicious banquet pre Bangor Commercial has been vis
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will ceded the meeting.
iting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al
meet Thursday night, Convention
The Rockland group made up the bert Riley.
plans to be completed also plans suite of the Supreme President
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hauck, New
for the regular supper.
Mrs. Evelyn Pazik of Milwaukee, York have been visiting his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Armin Hauck.
Michael Roma, Jr , son of Mr. and Wis Mrs. John Driscoll, Supreme
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Abbotoni
Marshal
also
of
Milwaukee,
was
Mrs. Mike Roma. 59 Broadway,
and daughter Mrs. Nellie Cohen
celebrated his sixth birthday last in attendance.
Refreshments and a dance fol have returned from Boston.
night with 33 guests present. Ice
Mrs. Milford Deprey and son of
lowed
the installation.
cream, cake and candy were served
Rockland members
attending Southington, Conn., have been
Mike received many nice gifts.
were Mrs. Thelma Parsons, presi guests of her mother Mrs. Lillian
dent of the Rockland Club. Mrs. Mank.
Marion Cook, Mrs. Phyllis Brewer. The Charles Lilly Post and Aux
Mrs. Adah Roberts, Mrs. Myra iliary of the American Legion will
Rockland Group Attend In Watts, Mrs Vivian Whittier, Mrs. meet May 21 at the Legion Hall,
avenue.
stallation Of the Portland Rose Soffayer, Mrs. Betty Guay, Marble
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell, Ce
Mrs. Bernice Freeman. Mrs. Marie
Club
Brewer, Mrs. Katherine Hedden dric Crowell, Mrs. Gilbert Crowell
Several members of the Rock Mrs. June Swanson, Mrs. Eugenia and children were in Sandy Point
Sunday.
land Emblem Club motored to Annis and Mrs. Elva Legage.
The group was accompanied by The annual meeting of the Ladies
Fortland Friday night to attend
the installation of the Portland George Parsons and Louis B. Cook, Central cemetery will meet at the
home of Mrs Maude Clark Gay
Emblem Club held in the Elks Rockland Elks.

An Emblem Visit

It may be true that few men
are reformed by marriage—but
many are regulated.
Prominent in the meeting of the Knox County organization of 8 & 40 at the Rorkland Legion Home
Friday evening were the officials above. Left to right are: Mrs. Dorothy Cook. Thomaston, first vice presi
dent; Mrs. Jennie Nash. Camden, president; Mrs. Gertrude Rankin of Saco, departmental chapeau;
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore, Rockland, unit secretary, and Mrs. Eva Sherman. Saco, department secretary. The event
was held with the Knox County Voiture of 40 & 8 and marked the second anniversary of the ladies group
locally.

Friday afternoon May 23.
Surprise Stork Shower

Mrs Clyde Vannah, Gail Ralph
and Shirley Christianson gave Mrs.
David Moody a surprise shower at
the home of Mrs. Clyde Vannah.
Guests were Mrs. Russell Winchen
baugh. Mrs. Gertrude Ralph, Mrs.
Ruth Kennedy, Mrs. Nellie Jones,
Mrs. Austin Achorn, Mrs. Percy
Moody, Mrs. Alvah Moody, Mrs.
Richard Flagg, Mrs. Ronald Blackler, Mrs. Joseph Damon all of Wal
doboro, Mrs. Rodney Adams, Thom
aston. Mrs. Waldemar Christington, Washington. LawTence Christington, Jefferson. Mrs. Moody re
ceived many lovely gifts.

A Graduate Nurse
Mrs. Grace Paulsen Chap
man Of Thomaston
“Capped” In Chicago

Birthday Surprise

Mrs. Carroll Genthner was given
a surprise party honoring her birth
day by Mrs. Lilia Miller, Mrs. Lois
Ponsant, Mrs. Lucille Heald, Mrs.
Marjorie Day. The five ladies are
active in the bowling league and
known as the "Waldo Jets” they
have won the trophy for the season.
At the party the team gave the
captain Mrs. Lois Ponsant a pair
of bowling shoes with bag. Refresh
ments of sandwiches, pickles cake
and coffee were served.

SENTER-CRANE’S
Get Your

residence building, dedicated May
4 This 15-story structure houses
300 student and graduate nurses,
each with a room of her own and
provides the finest in recreational,
laboratory and classroom facilities
and is connected by tunnel to the
hospital.

MEMORIAL

WREATHS
Now

A Fourth Concert
Warren Village Singers Will
Again Entertain Thurs
day Night
Under the direction of Mrs. Mau
rice Lermond, the Warren Village
Singers, will present Thursday
night May 22, their fourth concert,
at the Baptist auditorium at War
ren starting at 8 o’clock. Mrs. Floyd
Mank is accompanist.
For the past year and a half, the
Singers have been much enjoyed in
their musicales, presented here,
Mrs. Lermond a most able and ac
complished director. She also has
provided guest artists of note on
each of the programs, which great
ly added to the attraction of them.
Guest artist Alan F. Hynd. pian
ist of Cushing, formerly of Hart-

Attractive
Baskets
$1.29-$2.29

Colorful
Wreaths
$1.79-$3.50

SENTER-CRANE’S

Z^SEE THtst VALUES

LOWERED
PRICES

YARD GOOD5

/

Finest Quality
SK-’V k Burmil ( repe
V [tMSlips- Lace 10,1
Z) U and bottom.
< I
White only,
i ) Sizes 32 to 44.
|
| 1st Quality.

9 Romaine

j

Crepe
39".

I

59c yj

Keg. 1.39

Wool Tweeds,

\ Plaids

$l.O0ydJ8l

\ Some 100', „ool, some wr.
Wool. 54” wide, ree 9 98

MAKER S CLEARANCE

100

BARGAINS IN

GREATER THAN EVER VALUES'.

WOOL COATS

UNDERWEAR

BARGAIN ATTIC

We cleaned the showrooms of several
nationally known makers to bring you
these grand values—
THE FABRICS:
100', Wool:—Shags. Suedes, Fleeces,
Broadcloths, Star Tweeds, Novelties,
Checks.
100'f Ravon:—Ottoman, Faille.

NYLON SWEATERS
Reg. 1.98. Sizes 34-40
Men’s WORK JACKETS
Reg. 3.98

nylon hose
Full fashioned. Reg. .69

CHILDREN'S
KNIT PANTIES
KEG. 39c

COTTON BLOUSES

LADIES
’ NYLON BRIEFS
REG. 1.19

EVERY COAT MADE TO SELL FOR

Men’s SWEAT SHIRTS
Reg. 1.49

SHEETS. 72x99,

29.98 to 39.98

KIDDIES' SLEEPERS
Reg. 1.39. Sizes 1 to 4.

SHEETS, 81x99,

Men’s DRESS SHIRTS
Reg. 2.29

HOUSE DRESSES
80 Sq. Percale, reg.

GUARANTEED VALUE:

EXTRA SIZE PANTIES
KEG. 8oc.

$1 QQ

81x99

Famous Nitey Nite.

RUFFLED CURTAINS
Your Choice of Permanent Finish Taylerized
Organdy or Sheer Waterset Rayon Marquisette
54” - 63” - 72”
81” - 90” Long

New Spring and Summer Styles
REG. 1.00

Reg. 3.79

SPRING HANDBAGS

72x108

42x36

ONE LOT
•
SPECIALLY PRICED!
rt

,

1
1

Scranton Lace Tailored

78" Long—1st Quality

SOFA PILLOWS

FINE GAUGE

@ NYLON HOSE
Ii
Fancy Heels. Irr’s of $1.65

Reg. 4.49. New Gay Patterns.
Cretonne and Bark Cloth Covered.
Values

VENETIAN BLINDS

All Metal.

UNADVERTISED SPECIALS

HEAVY WEIGHT—CLEAR PLASTIC

$2.98

Fitted Shape to Perfectly Protect Your Upholstered Chairs

DIVAN COVERS............................. $4.98

Reg. 4.49

4

81x108

REG. 5.98. FAST COLOR
Luxury Patterns.

<•

1st Quality. $

DELUXE WIDE

72x99

CHENILLE
BEDSPREADS

Rayon Knit Styles.

CHILDREN'S SLEEPERS

EARRINGS, BRACELETS.
PINS. NECKLACES o ,

Long Wearing Type 128 Muslin SheetNew at Lowest Prices Since 1942!

63x99

Sizes 32 to 38

COSTUME JEWELRY

Alexander SHEETS
x.

Reg. .98.

SPECIAL LOT

FIRST QUALITY

CHAIR COVERS

J

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

Senter-Crane’s

Reg. 3.50.

COME IN AND REGISTER FOR
RCA VICTOR RECORD PLAYER

To Be Given FREE May 24
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Same President

Treatment Time

LOW COST HOME-OF-TH E-MONTH

_____

Ruth Cross Again Heads the Dr. Scolten Discusses Hay
B. P. W. Club—Busy
Fever and the Value Of
Annual Meeting
Pre-Treatment
The B P. W Club met at the
Whenever I think of the RagFarnzworth
Museum
Workshop weed Hayfever sufferers who do
Wednesday night.
not seek our help before they have
It was announced that the voters ’-heir Stunmer Season Hay Fever I
action committee, composed of think of the story of the man with
Ruth Cross, Margaret Crockett, the leaky roof—when the weather
Nettie Frost, Dora Leo, Flora Cul- was good he did not fix it because
len. Anne Povich and Joyce it caused him no trouble and when
Champlin will meet at the City the rain was pouring down he
Building May 20 to check the voters , couldn't fix it because it was too
A complaint freqnently voiced by
Perhaps no builder of recent
list against the assessors cards
(late.
the individual home builder is that years has built and sold as many
An easel to hold the club plaque I The best treatment for Hay he cannot get bids for the con houses as Levitt & Sons. The
was presented by Irene Adolphson ' Fever sufferers Is still the hvpostruction of his house that seem to Camden, current House-of-theto the Club on behalf of the first sensitization or de-sensitizatlon in
Month, pictured in this issue, is
year officers.
I lection treatment.Now is the time approximate the valuer offered by one architects adaptation of that
An invitation was received to at- ■ when this pre-season treatment operative builders There are more organizations successful Budgeteer
tend the Bath banquet May 27 and should be given unless th“ patient explanations for this than the off model. Thousands of families have
members wishing to attend should is aready under treatment This hand one that the operative build found that a design of this type
notify Ruth Cross or Joyce Champ- treatment during the past thirty er effects savings through mass pro offers the maximum of living for
the least number of dollars.
lln.
years has given relief to millions duction.
One vo tai reason for the good
Working drawings, specifications
A report was given on the dis- of hav fever sufferers and what
trict meeting which was held in has help others cun help those values offered by 6ome operative and material list of this design as
Winthrop.
who have not yet had this treat- builders is the careful study that well as many other brilliant Housegoes into the plans of the houses of-the-Month plans, are available
The following committee was ap- ment
pointed to secure samples and pubThe tr atrnent of Hayfever is not he builds for sale. For it is cer from Rokland Loan and Building
licity from Knox County, which an easy task nor one which is un- tainly true that economy of con Association, who sponsor the Housewill be used at the Biennial Con- complicated It should be done by a struction begins with the design of-the-Month service in this com
munity.
vention in Boston: Joyce Champlin, physician with considerable train- of the house.
chairman; Arlene Williams, Emma ing in Allergy and one who can
Harvey. Helvi Hamalainen and tell one kind of hay fever from
Margaret Crockett.
another because he has had experiAnnual reports were given by all ence and training in that field,
officers and by the following stand- Skin tests alone often lead the
Ing committee chairmen:
patient and the doctor astray. It
'The Northeast (Diocese Of Maine) Pub
Program Co-ordination, Florence takes that medical Judgment which
Morse, chairman; Public Affairs, comes of years of experience to
lishes Abstract Of His Address
Margaret Crockett, chairman: In- know how to handle the hay fever
ternational
Relations.
Pauline patient properly.
Stevens, chairman; Education and
The terrible ragweed hay fever
It is a duty and privilege of a
Second, Confirmation: is simply
Vocation. Ruth McBride, chairman; plant will soon begin its dastardly
Health and Safety. Anne Povich work To the American allergist, doctor to first heal the sick, second the recognition by the Church that
for Esther Mayo, chairman. Civil the ragweed plant is public enemy ease mental and physical pain, and the child has arrived at the age of
Defense. Minerva Small, chairman; Number One. for it causes more finally by education and prophylaxis understanding and that he has
Legislation, Nathalie Snow, chair- hay fever suffering than all the prevent disease and maintain studied, knows and believes the
man; finance, Katherine Veazie trees, grasses and other weeds corn- health. I do not see how an in Articles of Faith. It gives him a
dividual can be in good health if he full sense of his duties and res
chairman; Radio and Television, bined
Leota Cuthbertson. chairman; News
Though many ragweed hay fever neglects the spiritual medicine and ponsibilities toward God, and a
realization of his own important
Service. Virginia Knight, chair- sufferers do not know the ragweed food the Church offers him.
At the Mayo Clinic, after a pa part in the body of Christ. I have
man; Hospitality, Bessie Church plant when they see it, their nose
for Lucille Nason, chairman.
knows it and their eyes know it. tient has had a thorough physical already told you haw the psychi
The nominating committee com- even when the individual himself examination; and when no organic atrist feels about responsibilities
posed of Margaret Crockett, chair- docs not know or smell or see the disease is found, it is the custom and recognition of worth in the
to have him meet with his physi individual
man, Regina Chisholm and Dora plant
The physician sits
In our Church, we do not need
Leo presented the following slate
Noses of senitive persons react to cian alone
of officers and they were elected the pollen which the lowly ragweed down with him and draws on a to look and hope for such an ideal
for the coming year:
scatters into the air. It begins doing piece of paper, a cross; at the tips We have it in the Most Holy Sacra
President. Ruth Cross, 1st Vice this during its pollenating .season of the cross he writes the words ment of the Altar, the very pres
President, Dorothy Folta; 2d Vice about August 15 in Maine—when worship, work, love, play. Then ence of Christ, the specific for our
President, Esther Long; Recording natures is on time. The ragweed he says to the patient: “All our soul's health.
Secretary, Joyce Champlin; Cor- plant's pollenating in Maine is examinations and tests are normal.
Fourth. Holy Orders. I feel that
responding
Secretary.
Virginia from the middle of August until Go home and think where you the sacrament of Holy Orders needs !
Knight; Treasurer. Irene Adolph- the time the frosts of Winter come, have failed to balance these prime no argument. As a doctor I cer- [
son.
Every ragweed sufferer of Maine activities of your life. Then cor tainly would not think that I could '
The members welcomed back is glad when frost comes early and rect them. That is your solution or should practice medicine with
Elizabeth Thurston who has been many ragweed sufferers from more to complete health.”
out formal education, without
We all know that the bases of training by competent doctors in .
ill for quite some time.
southern states are here ln SepThe following names were pre- tember and October because here our faith are the Decalogue, the the arts and techniques of my pro
sented by the membership com- they have relief from their dis- Lord's Prayer, and the Creeds. fession, without a high code of
mittee and they were elected to agTeeabie disposition-spoiling hay These articles of faith, translated ethics, without constant study to
become members: Eva Rogers. Wini fever symptoms. Even after the into the sacramental life of the improve my knowledge and skill, j
fred Ramsdell, Jane Foley, Pauline Fall frost comes some ragweed Church and practiced by Church Why. then, should one think for a !
pollen is still in the air but be-. men, gives the individual peace and minute that our clergy should have
Dean, Ellen Brazier.
comfort and puts him in harmony less formal training and discipline
Esther Long reported on the Mo
bile Blood Unit which will be in Ruth McBride is chairman of the with his neighbor, and his God, in their profession?
Rockland on July 16 and asked affair and will be assisted by Bea and makes him a good citizen.
The doctor without the authority
I would like to correlate some of of his license is not a doctor des
members to offer their services, if trice Grant. Flora Cullen is chair
possible, between the hours of 10 man of the decorating committee, the ideals of medicine with the pite his training. Witness the case
and 4 on that day. She also re assisted by Regina Chisholm, Exxy I sacramental system of the Church. of the young man who served with
ported that Flora Cullen assisted Perry and Florence Morse. Alberta j First. Holy Baptism: today one the Canadian Navy. Despite his i
in the recent chest x-ray clinic on Kimball and Camilla Donlan are would hardly think it proper to per demonstrated skill no one would |
in charge of tickets and Dorothy. mit an infant to be born without think of accepting his aid once his
behalf of the B P. W.
At the close of the meeting the Compton and Maizie Newcomb in prenatal care, to grow without fraudent credentials were exposed.
May Banquet committee met to charge of reservations.
Group physical check-ups, without im The lawyer cannot practice until
discuss plans for the Birthday singing w ill be led by Nettie Frost; munization against whooping cough, recognized by the bar and the
Banquet which is to be held on and Nathalie Snow will serve as diphtheria, tetanus, smallpox, etc. courts. The priest, whatever his
If we wait until the child grows to training, is not a priest until or
May 28 at the Hotel Thorndike. accompanist.
the age of understanding it might dained. His authority is not Just
be too late. Parents put their chil the recognition of his fitness by
dren under the care of a competent other men, but his authority is our
doctor to order their physical and Church coming via ordination from
they fail to give this child, the op the historic episcopate.
portunity to grow in God's grace
Fifth, Holy Matrimony. I have
through Holy Baptism.
very strong feelings about Holy I
Matrimony personally, but I also i
Even $ CASH YOU GET
cause the plant can no longer grow recognize that man is a human !
•"Yes” promptly to 4 out of
IS Mos. IB Mos.
any more pollen and—for the aller being and far from perfect How
5 men and women—married or
$143.25 $165.15
gic person—poison the air with it, ever, do you realize that as a mat- !
$12
single. Cash loans for worthy
240.33 1 278.15
ragweed hay fever sufferers pray
$20
purposes. Phone for 1-visit loan
Above
payments
cover everything'
for frost whereever they are for
. . . write
or come in today!
Interest Charges; 3% per mo. on bol.
GOING TO
they know a good killing fro6t
up to $150
2’/,% per mo. on ony
remainder of such bolancos up to
Loons $25 to $300
their symptoms are definitely les
$300.
(Me )
sened, If not completely alleviated.
CO4RA»rdft FlfAY
to fAF Yff
j
The ragweed plant is not the only
FINANCE co. I
plant that causes hay fever. Among
2nd FL, (FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKIAND
the other frequent trouble-makers
Rhone 1133 • Fhillip Campbell, YES MANogor
•w SINGU
DOUBU
are: all the trees, all the grasses
OFEN SATURDAYS UNTIl NOON
•Gorage facilities available
including
Timothy,
the
plantian
leom modi le midenli ef ell lerreundlng lewni • Smell Loon Statute littme Ro. 35
plant and practically all weeds • Airport bus stops at our door
which do not bear beautiful flowers • Grand Central and Pennsylvania
Stations are convenient
The weeds that have large and
beautiful flowers have heavier Completely Modernized and Redecorated
and the pollen the heavy pollen
ThoieT"
WHERE FOLKS FROM MAINE ARE
does not get into the air
as readily. Even the Goldenrod and
MADE TO FEEL AT HOME ...
the Rose sometimes cause hay
fever, therefore the well-trained
PLAZA'
allergist never exempt and flower
ing plant from being aboue sus
LEXINGTON AVE.
ot 50th Street
picion.

DR. SOULE AND THE CHURCH

teumol

K

SW50

nf0.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

ter of statistics .that marriages
most likely to succeed are those
between virgins who have not been
promiscuous before marriage. I
can certainly say that the doctor's
point of view toward marriage is
the same as the Church's, and I
sincerely believe that if premarital
instructions by priest and doctor
were given to each man and wom
an there would be' a marked drop
in divorce.
Sixth. The Sacrament of Pen
ance. The doctor has recognized
the worth of this act for a long
I time. Certainly I do not believe in
compulsory confession, but I have
heard so many “confessions" and
seen the relief and peuce they have
brought, that I know the Church is
right ln offering this sacrament as
a free act to all who need it.
Seventh. The Sacrament of Holy
Unction. Several times during my
practice of medicine. I have felt
deeply honored. I have been asked
by persons who knew they had a
fatal illness, to care for them. Per
haps I am wrong, but I have felt
that it was because they know what
I believed.
I do not know the sacraments
of the Church because I am strong;
I need them because I am weak.
There may be some men who are
self-sufficient but I am not one
As a doctor I look to the Church
and I see only one solution for
World Peace, health and happiness.
Remember the doctor’s cross—wor
ship. work, love, play. Remember
the Christians Cross, and what it
stands for: then put it into action.
• • • •
This article of Dr. Gilmore Soule
is the portion of a speech he has
made to Parish groups here in the
Diocese of Maine.
We believe
others should see it. A word about
the Doctor and his family is in
order. Dr Soule, born and bred
in the State of Maine, graduated
from Bowdoin College and Harvard
Medical in 1933 He married Alice
Leigh and they have two fine chil
dren, Daniel Weston Soule and
Mary Leigh Soule. Their home is
in Rockland where Dr. Soule is a
communicant of St. Peter's Church.
Dr. Soule was a vestryman from
1941 to the time ol his entering the
army air forces in 1943. On his
return from military service, most
of which was spent at Attu, Alaska,
he became Senior Warden and held
that post until i949 The Doctor as

leuura they were looking forward

A Rumford Winner

Newspaper Praises Work Of
Miss Marion Healey,
Librarian
The Rumford Falls Times car
ried the other day a headline which ,
read: 'Times Carnation goes this ;
week to Mias Marion Healey.” Her !
Rockland friends will be interest
ed ln the following, which accom
panied the headline:
"Rumford book lovers have (
found a real friend in Miss Marion
Healey, librarian at the Rumford
Library for the past couple of ,
years. Helpful and always inter
ested, many have felt a “happy
lift” to stop and tarry there a
while when they had a few mo
ments to spare and wanted to pick
out a good book for the few hours’

a Deputy to the General Convention that year was accompanied by
his wife who served as a delegate
fcr the Women's Auxiliary. The
Doctor is serving his second term
as President of the Episcopal
Churchmen of Maine, and is a
member of the Diocesan Council.
Submitted by Roger B. Ray, Vice
President, Episcopal Churchmen of
Maine.

'

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

to.
Mr and Mrs Erkala have arrived
'She has shown a keen interest
hi procuring books which Rumford from Florida where they spent
subscribers were anxious to read the Winter and are at their farm
And she has shown exceptional here, the former Torpacka place.
conscience in keeping the library,
Mr. and Mrs Anton Saarion.
while it was under her charge, one Mrs. Jenny Anderson and grand
where only the best literature, still daughter Linda Anderson called on
listing many of the latest works, Mrs Elina Schildt Sunday.
could be procured.
The sunny weather is welcome
"The Times washes to recognize
after
a spell of cool, cloudy and
Miss Healey’s Interest and fine work
while here as librarian of the Rum rainy days. Wild cherry trees are
ford Public Library so therefore in bloom.
awards her this week's Carnation.
Having always lived on a farm,
"The Carnation of the Week is we were able to know what the^
awarded each week through the robin was saying as it sang in the
co-operation of Downs Florist, to apple tree In It’s flight it had met
that person or group who has per that wonderful bird, the stork, who
formed some civic or unusual deed is preparing to deliver many bun
worthy of special mention."
dles from heaven, hereabouts, be
Miss Healey is a daughter of the fore Thanksgiving.
late William A. Healey, former :
The Ladies Aid of the Finnish
Rookland agent of the Vinalhaven
Congregational Church will hold a
& Rockland Steamboat Company
sale at the church Tuesday eve
She comes to Rockiand June 1
ning at 730. Finnish coffee service
to make her home with her uncle.
Frank A Winslow of 10 Claremont before the sale.
street

j

Shining scales of the tarpon
often 2 inches in diameter, some
times are used In ornamental work.

Science is continually discovering
mistakes and making new ones.

ARTESIAN WELLS
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
Ialeabon
Tel. Dark Hbr 74-1
56-tfF

Distinctive
Handbags.......
These entirely new handsome Handbags are

made in an array of brilliant stripes or solid
colors.

Each containing a small coin purse of

matching material.

Sturdy, heavy canvas, yet

are feather light in your hand.

ROCKLAND AWNING CO.
TEL. 1036-M
18 WILLOW ST.
ROOKLAND, ME.
33«T&S’6O

HIT IF YOU GAN
GRAND
we II

offer you on

j)

NEW

52 DODGE
Your present car will probably
more than cover the full
>
down payment.
ranine Economy!

...And Look What Dodge Gives You!

Famous Orifiow Ride

*3- "Double-Safe” Brakes

Precious Heirlooms
Can be Used-Now

(aroe.*rMe
$3-50 Single
$5.00 DooWo
Clrtlo 6.2100

g. j etui au
Maoogor

More Head Room,
Leg Room, Hip Room
"Watchtower” Visibility

Give your living room a lovely

Mf**'

mellow

touch with that antique

new In the attic.

Just tend lt te

Dodge-Tint Safety Glass

2$- Safety-Rim Wheels

me for expert refurbishing at mini.

on BROADWAY
AT 54th STREET
Ideal accommodations for 500 guests.
Private baths, pressure showers
«md radio. Television, tool

Cncbtpil

Specifications and oquipmant subject to c

MAKE

YOURS

A

TROUBLE-FREE

1 without notico.

VACATION

IN

A DEFENDABLE

DODGE-

H. JOHN NEWMAN

48 MASONIC STREET

TELEPHONE 1106-M

ROCKLAND, MAINE
24-aw

NELSON BROTHERS-515 Main Street, Rockland'

